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I N 1987  I JOINED SOME 70 OTHER BRITISH 
collectors who got together to form an embryo 
organisation which knew what it wanted to do, 

but was not exactly sure quite how it would pan 
out. In 2004, we have very nearly 700 members in 
nineteen different countries throughout the world, 
who are part of a vibrant and active society which 
has a clear idea of where it is going, and whose 
activities continue to expand in new and exciting 
ways; it is also widely recognised as an authoritative 
source of expertise on many aspects of golfing 
history. Why have we been so successful?  I believe 
it is because we provide a lot of enjoyment and fun, 
for our members.  Our meetings are well attended, 
and we can usually count on seeing someone from 

overseas. There is always the greeting of old friends 
and a goodly amount of ‘chatter’, plus, of course, 
the inspection of ‘items’ and even a bit of trading 
here and there.  For the non-active members there 
is Through The Green, never less than a very good 
read.  What a debt we owe to the ‘founding fathers’ 
who had the gumption and foresight to start it all off.
   For my part, I get a great deal of pleasure from 
the Society and so I am very honoured that so many 
friends should see fit to make me their Captain 
for the next two years.  I know that I have many 
hard acts to follow, not the least being the steady 
and thoughtful captaincy of Peter Heath, during 
which we saw our membership rise steadily and 
our fixture list expand – particularly our first 
venture abroad with our highly successful visit to 
the United States last September. We are grateful to 
Peter for his efforts on our behalf and hope that he 
has more time to enjoy his golf.  We also say good-
bye, and hello, to Christopher Ibbetson.  Goodbye 
to our ‘Hon Sec’ and ‘Hon Treas’ of some fourteen 
years, and to whom no thanks can be too fulsome, 
and our best wishes go to him and Sandy for their 
new life in Spain; but also Hello to Christopher as 
our newest Honorary Life Member. Tony Thorpe 
joins me as your new Honorary Secretary and I can 
assure you that we will not take our duties lightly!
   The real benefit of being Captain is that, 
despite my increasing age and decreasing ability, 
I am guaranteed a place in all the matches 
and I get into the showers first!  But it means 
teeing off first, and so I shall do my best to set 
a good pace and to keep our momentum going.

Alan Jackson
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They have been playing golf for 800 years and nobody has satisfactorily said why. For of all forms of 
exercise theoretically designed for recreation and relaxation, none can be so unerringly guaranteed 
to produce nervous exhaustion and despair, leading to severe mental illness and, in some cases, pet-
ulance. Golf was just what the Scottish character had been seeking for centuries. Namely, a method 
of self-torture, disguised as a game, which would entrap irreligious youths into the principles of 
what was to become known first as Calvinism and then as golf. The main tenets of this faith are that 
life is grim and uncomfortable, and that human vanity cannot prevail. The golfer’s credo is that man 
should expect very little here below, and strive to gain it. Humiliations are the essence of the game. 
Golfers are the only worldwide secret society that revels in the mutual display of human frailty.

The late Alistair Cooke
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People and Things

Women Golfers’ Museum
Congratulations to Gillian Kirkwood on her elec-
tion to the Chairmanship of the Women Golfers’ 
Museum. Gillian succeeds the most recent incum-
bents, Maureen Millar and Christine Watson, and 
follows in the great tradition of previous Chairmen, 
Issette Pearson and Cecil Leitch. 

A Good Recovery
Good to hear that David Walker is up and about 
again, after a tedious spell in hospital over the 
long winter. He is already taking his first steps on 
the links; we look forward to seeing you back at 
Midlands and national events over the Spring and 
early summer David.  

USGA International Book Award
Following on from the joint award of the 2003 
BGCS Murdoch Medal to Phil Pilley and Philip 
Truett for their work in writing and producing 
Heather and Heaven, the centenary history of Walton 
Heath Golf Club, the book has also been named the 
recipient of the 2003 United States Golf Association 
International Book Award. The author, Phil Pilley, 
previously won the award in 1989 for Golfing Art.  

Presented by the USGA Museum and Archives, 
the International Book Award is the top literary 
prize awarded by the USGA. Established in 1987, 
the Award recognizes outstanding contributions 
to golf literature and attempts to broaden public 
interest in the sport.

‘We are delighted that Phil Pilley has, for 
the second time, won the USGA’s prestigious 
International Book Award,’ said Philip Truett, the 
club’s archivist. ‘In recording the history of Walton 
Heath’s first 100 years, we aimed to set a new 
standard for club histories.  Phil has exceeded all 

expectations by creating a social history, as much as 
the story of a golf club.  As a club, we are proud to 
be associated with the USGA’s annual award.’ 

‘It is a handsome edition and a welcome addition 
to our library,’ said Jack Nicklaus, who wrote the 
book’s foreword.  ‘I am delighted to learn that it has 
received the recognition it deserves.’

The award was presented by former USGA 
President Trey Holland to Phil Pilley at the 
Centenary Match at Walton Heath on the 15th of 
May, between the Club and the Society (full report 
elsewhere). The Club was also pleased to announce 
at this event, his proposed honorary membership. 

Congratulations on both counts Phil. Both 
honours are well-deserved. 

Former USGA President, Trey Holland, presents the In-
ternational Book Award to Phil Pilley at Walton Heath
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Proceeds of the Chester Auction and Trade Show
The organizers of the successful trade fair at Chester 
in January, Graham and Ann Walters, tell me that 
the surplus from this event amounted to £100, and 
that this amount has been donated to the Stroke 
Association. 

British Golf Museum Reopens 
The reception area and shop of the British Golf 
Museum have recently undergone extensive 
refurbishment necessitating the temporary closure 
of the Museum. HRH The Duke of York, Captain 
of The Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews, 
officially opened the new entrance area on the 14th 
of May, the exact date of the 250th anniversary 
of The R&A. The area features an installation of 
bronzes of the golf grips of champions Arnold 
Palmer, Nick Faldo and Greg Norman by sculptor 
and Bon Jovi drummer Tico Torres. Another 
sculpture dominating the entrance space is a larger 
than life bronze statue of Old Tom Morris, originally 
donated to the Museum in 2002 by The Golf Course 
Superintendents’ Association of America.

 
Wild Life Booklet on Royal Troon
Members may remember the endorsement we 
have given in previous years, to the publication of 
booklets giving details of the wildlife and ecology 
of Open Championship courses. This year it is the 
turn of Royal Troon, and the booklet will soon be 
widely circulated in Ayrshire. To order a copy, 
members are advised to contact Mr Steve Isaac, 
the Assistant Director - Golf Course Management, 
The R&A, Beach House, Golf Place, St Andrews, 
KY16 9JA. Tel:01334 460000. Ask nicely and this one 
might even be a freebie. 

HRH The Duke of York, Captain of the R&A, 
and the Hon. John Lindesay-Bethune of the R&A, 

reopen the British Golf Museum in May

R&A 250th Anniversary Celebrations – Royal Bank 
of Scotland Banknotes
As part of this year’s celebrations at the R&A, the 
Royal Bank of Scotland is issuing two million £5 
notes featuring scenes of the R&A over its 250-
year history, including pictures of Old Tom, the 
Silver Club, the Championship trophy and the 
Clubhouse.  No free samples are available, but at 
least members can appreciate the representation 
below. An enquiry at your local RBS branch may 
be worthwhile, but demand is high. Non-Scottish 
residents wishing to add to their collection may 
perhaps be able to purchase these highly-collectable 
notes on Ebay in the near future. 

The Royal Bank of Scotland design for the celebratory 
five pound note, previewed by Jack Nicklaus, RBS Chief 

Executive Fred Goodwin and chairman of the R&A 
150th Anniversary Committee, Charles Philip

Society Sweaters
Members may wish to avail themselves of the 
excellent sweaters bearing the Society logo, as 
modelled by the new Hon Sec in the action shot 
at the bottom right of page 7. The style is uni-
sex and available in any colour as long as it is 
dark blue. A bargain at £40 from Tony Thorpe.

2005 Membership Directory 
As announced at the AGM, we are planning to re-
vert to annual issues of the membership directory. 
Work has already started on the 2005 edition, and 
we are keen to ensure that it is as accurate as pos-
sible. Would members wishing to correct or other-
wise change their entries please get in touch with 
the Membership Secretary, Hamish Ewan.
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Events

Blackpool North Shore Centenary Celebrations
On Monday, 15th of March, a team of sixteen hickory 
players from the Society took on a mixed team of 
captains, ex-captains and presidents of Blackpool 
North Shore Golf Club, exactly 100 years after 
the Club was formed by a group of local hoteliers. 
Less than half a mile inland from the Promenade, 
the Club still uses that original course, which was 
upgraded by Harry Colt in the 1920s, and has 
subsequently been used as a final qualifying course 
for the Open on a number of occasions. The March 
winds did blow, but thankfully we did not have 
the threatened snow; most people were content 
to regain the clubhouse after the Fourteenth, 
where we were treated to legendary Lancashire 
hospitality. BGCS member and Blackpool NS Vice-
Captain Glenn Jackson is writing the centenary 
history, which we look forward to reviewing after 
its promised publication later this year. 

Centenary Match Against Machynlleth: April 2nd
Even for a Welshman, wandering around Wales 
looking for new golfing experiences can be a little 
like Archie Baird stumbling on an unrecognised 
Rountree or Smart hidden in the attic! Wales does 
have some little-known treasures hidden along the 
coastline as well as among its hills and mountains. 

Luckily we were invited to play at one of these 
in a celebration hickory match at Machynlleth 
Golf Club, which was founded in 1904. The ‘links’ 
nestles naturally onto the foothills of the Cambrian 
Mountains and is manicured and fertilised by the 
environmentally-friendy flock of sheep – what 

could be more Welsh? Perhaps more surprising 
than the natural beauty of the surroundings (which 
could be expected) was the quality of the links 
itself. No bland holes here; every one distinctive, 
challenging and memorable. None more than the 
Seventh, requiring a drive up the left, skirting thorn 
and bracken to give a friendlier line into the distant 
elevated green. And the greens themselves, silky-
smooth and deadly fast with natural mountain 
bents were the best we have played on for some 
time. Great credit is due to the single greenkeeper 
Kevin Lewis, (who played in the match) and his 
team of unpaid member-volunteers. 

The clubhouse too was a delight with its friendly 
atmosphere, generous hospitality (beer at 1/- a 
pint!) and some glorious pictures of Harry Vardon 
visiting in a very large Edwardian motor car.
The match result was unimportant as this visit by 
the BGCS was primarily intended to be a celebration 
and not a competition. (Machynlleth actually won 
by six matches to three!)

Hickory Match Against Aberdovey: April 3rd
An enjoyable day playing over the historic links 
at Aberdovey. The breeze was ever-present and, 
at times, it was raining – not terribly heavily, but 
not a drizzle either. All customary challenges to 
overcome on any links worth its name!

At the dinner Elfyn James, the Aberdovey 
Captain, welcomed the guests, and especially the 
three Swedish players – Pehr Thermaenius, Claes 
Kvist and Peter Hanssen. Elfyn had been advised 
by the Aberdovey Professional that he’d need a 
maths degree to understand the BGCS hickory 
handicapping method. He confessed to having 

Blackpool towers in the background, as BGCS members 
Jackson (A), Homer, Walters, Reid and Jackson (G) 

admire the celebratory drive-in by the Blackpool North 
Shore  Captain, Peter Riddle

Machynlleth Captain, Glyndwr Holt and Peter Heath, 
in the after-match celebrations 
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the necessary qualifications, but still had to fully 
fathom the methodology. Elfyn then presented 
the Darwin Trophy to Peter Heath who responded 
with gratitude for the trophy and suitably gracious 
words to the Aberdovey team who had lost by 
eleven matches to nil. 

Philip Truett thanked Aberdovey for their 
hospitality and, in particular, for the support given 
to the event by the ‘gallery’ ie the ever-present 
gentle-man, Richard Darlington, who had played 
the course in nine successive decades. Philip ended 
by giving thanks for ‘the pleasures of the table’ and 
complimented the Club on the condition of the 
course. 

On behalf of the Swedish triumvirate, Pehr 
Thermaenius stated that he knew of Aberdovey 
through reading Through the Green and various 
books by Darwin, but the reality of this visit had 
brought to life the qualities of the wonderful links 
course. He also expressed his gratitude for the 
wonderful welcome and reception for the Swedish 
contingent. 

The evening closed, as it had done in 2003, with 
an unaccompanied tenor solo by Gwyn James – 
Bugail Aberdyfi (The Shepherd of Aberdovey) – and 
there was not a dry eye in the room!

The 2004 Welsh Hickory Championship
The fourth Welsh Hickory Championship was, 
for the first time, oversubscribed, and it was an 
unpleasant task to have to inform some members 
that they would not take part. At 10.08 the first of 
25 competitors teed off into a stiffish breeze and 
under a very overcast sky with rain promised. The 
field, this year, had a distinctly international flavour 
with representatives from England, Scotland and 

Sweden – but no-one from Wales! In addition 
to the Swedish trio, there were five first-timers 
whose support was welcomed. The promised rain 
did arrive and everyone got wet before returning, 
happily, to the Clubhouse – where one competitor 
from South Croydon (Philip Truett) appeared to be 

at least a couple of inches shorter than when last 
seen on the first tee. 

Despite the adverse conditions, there was a 
very close finish where positions had to be decided 
on counts back. At the pre-buffet presentation, 
Eiron Morgan welcomed all competitors, while 
apologising for not competing due to his pre-
event ‘sample’ having shown traces of a banned 
substance, (which he ascribed to eating Welsh 
laver bread). Captain Peter Heath, for the third 
successive championship (a record?) announced the 
results and Mrs Peggy Burles graciously presented 
the prizes:

Neil Hutchinson
31 Points

Scott Patrick 30 pts
(best back nine)
John Pearson 30 pts
(best back six)
Nigel Notley 82 
gross

Welsh Hickory champion and 
winner of the Peter Burles 
Trophy and Gold Medal
Runner-up and 
Silver Medal
Third and
Bronze Medal
Scratch Champion and 
winner of the Scratch Trophy 
and Gold medal

Eiron Morgan

As organiser, Eiron has sent thanks to all competitors 
and supporters, but as usual it is the latter who thank 

him for arranging this wonderful Welsh golfing 
weekend with their friends at 
Machynlleth and Aberdovey.

Aberdovey Captain Elfyn James, with Peter Heath, 
at the match dinner

2004 Welsh Hickory Champion, Neil Hutchinson, 
receives the Peter Burles Trophy from Peggy Burles
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President Pipped on President’s Day
President’s Day and the 2004 Annual General 
Meeting were held again at Hoylake in April 
when the Royal Liverpool Golf Club welcomed 
another record turnout of Society members. A field 
of 72 took part in the Behrend Shields foursomes 
competition – for which the President and his 
partner were themselves strong contenders – and 
the great gathering had grown to 99 by the evening 
with the arrival of several non-playing members, 
and a number of distinguished guests, for dinner 
and the traditional auction. This year Society 
members were delighted to see one of their number, 
Graham Brown, occupying the honoured seat of 
captaincy of Royal Liverpool. There was clearly an 
excellent prospect of a good measure of dry post-
prandial Caledonian wit.

Hoylake was in its usual fine fettle and the day 
attracted visitors from as far afield as New York, 
Houston, North Carolina, Hamburg, Rotterdam 
and Rye. The latter arrived on time this year. Some 
of the more far-flung competitors were soon seen 
availing themselves of a morning practice round, 
no doubt acclimatising themselves to the links 
conditions. The weather, though looking somewhat 
threatening for a while, behaved itself impeccably 
and the benign conditions were rewarded with 
some excellent golf during the day. 

Serious battle was joined after lunch. With Bob 
Owens and Tony Norcott defending their title as the 
holders of the Behrend Shields. The early running 
was made by Tony Thorpe and Richard Jeffs, who 
reached the turn in level par for 22 points. Sadly, 
they were unable to maintain such good form on the 
back nine. Meanwhile, tucked in close behind were 
the President (making full use of the marvellous 
local knowledge provided by his partner, Joe 
Pinnington) and the immaculately presented 
pairing of Warren Latham and Walter Mechilli. At 
the back of the field Manfred Schotten and Richard 
Juckes were also handily placed at the turn. 

However, the inward nine was to see some 
spectacular scoring from the very competitive 
Mitchell/Muddyman combination and, even more 
impressively, by the formidable pairing of Shirley 
Kay and John Weston. The latter’s back nine score 
of 22 points enabled them to pip Clive and Paul on 
a count-back; it was Shirley’s first triumph since 
joining the Society a year ago, and John’s first 
major title since carrying off the Welsh Hickory 

Campbell Boal

Chris Homer and Mike Beckerich

The new Hon Sec, Tony Thorpe
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Championship in 2003.
Only five points separated the first eleven pairs 

and the organiser was kept busy checking (and, 
this year, rechecking) the cards until well after the 
soup was cleared from the dinner table. By this time 
a healthy AGM attendance had seen Peter Heath 
hand over the reins of captaincy to Alan Jackson 
after his highly successful two years at the helm 
and a suitably happy mood had been set for the 
evening. A glorious sunset provided the perfect 
backcloth for dinner, taken in Hoylake’s majestic 
Club Room, and the meal was as sumptuous and 
tasty as ever. Bernard Darwin wrote 50 years ago 
of having ‘eaten so many good dinners at Hoylake’ 
– this was the kind of evening he would surely have 
enjoyed. 

The President was evidently in sparkling form 
on the course and he remained so throughout the 
evening. He and Joe Pinnington were popular 
winners of the Bronze medal with 38 points, a 
single point behind the victorious Weston/Kay 
partnership. But before he could be presented with 
his prize by the new Captain, we were treated to 
a glowing tribute by Philip Truett, proposing an 
interesting and revealing vote of thanks. 

The Captain of Royal Liverpool duly responded 
in fitting manner and all that then remained was for 
David Kirkwood to conduct the customary auction. 
Fully recovered from the exertions of achieving the 
lowest score of the day, and ably assisted by his 
‘little helper’ Archie Baird, David worked his magic 
with the gavel late into the evening. A substantial 
sum was raised for the President’s chosen charity 
whilst a good time was being had by all. 

Leading scores
Shirley Kay & John Weston
Clive Mitchell & Paul Muddyman
President & Joe Pinnington
Warren Latham & Walter Mechilli
Tom James & Pieter Roef
John Pearson & Alan Mann
Nigel Notley & Gavin Bottrell
Hugh Begg & Michael Weiman
Philip Truett & Bill Druce
Manfred Schotten & Richard Juckes
Richard Jeffs & Tony Thorpe
Eiron Morgan & Stuart Gibbs

39
39
38
38
37
36
35
34
34
34
34
33

All our thanks are due to Geoffrey Piper for 
his flawless arrangements on the day, and this 

entertaining report

2004 winners of the Behrend Shields, 
John Weston and Shirley Kay

2004 winner of the President’s Prize for her contribu-
tions to Through The Green, Gillian Kirkwood 

Our new Honorary Member, the former 
Hon Secretary/Treasurer, Christopher Ibbetson
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North Scottish Spring Meeting at Cullen

From North and South they came today
For Cullen links they were to play.

Broomieknowe was led by Captain Kirk (wood)
With the Glen favouring that man, Patrick.

Duff House Royal - no duffer here
But our friend Bob to lend some cheer.
Scotscraig lent us Ron Beatt for the day.

With hickories he came to play,
While Fortrose sent us that man Kerr
(Not the Reverend whate’er you say). 

Dornoch provided the glamour in Mrs Tew
Accompanied by that man, Tom WHO?
Would Nairn provide the best for last?

Alas, alack no winners here,
Just Nalder and Ewan for wine and beer.

The course was fine, the weather windy,
The welcome warm and very friendly.

Play for the day was not so good
But that man Tom used well his wood.

Into the wind his back he bent
And with first prize off home he went.

Nine players attended the Cullen outing on the 
4th of May and although the weather was rather 
cold, all enjoyed the warm hospitality extended to 
us by the Club. The Captain and Ladies’ Captain 
came to greet us along with photographers from 
Bunkered, Golf View and that other national paper, 
the Aberdeen Press and Journal. With two former 
national champions in the field of course what else 
could you expect? 

Tom Tew won the day with 33 points, closely 
followed by Scott Patrick with 32 (whose prize was 
donated by David Kirkwood). Barry Kerr and Ian 
Nalder won the nearest the pin prizes and Sylvia 
Tew won the ladies prize donated by Ron Beatt.

Hamish Ewan

Cullen Competitors

Hickoryfest at Piltdown and Walton Heath
It was perhaps the directions that offered a clue – ‘If 
you miss this rather difficult to see left turn off the 
A272, you will see golf course on the left - At this 
stage, you will realise that you’ve gone too far!’ The 
left turn duly appeared among the trees and after a 
few hundred yards the forest opened out to reveal 
a number of largish cottages, one of which turned 
out to be a Clubhouse.  Had the sight of tees and 
greens not been enough, then the various ladies 
and gentlemen in old fashioned costumes was the 
clincher; we had arrived at Piltdown Golf Club 
on Friday 14th May for our centenary game with 
the members, car-boots laden with spare bags of 
hickories so that we could equip our hosts.  The 
weather was beautiful, the buffet lunch generous 
and sitting eating and drinking on the grass in front 
of the clubhouse set the tone for the day.

The 30 Society members played with 60 Piltdown 
members in three-ball sixsomes stableford, all of 
course dressed for the part and all playing with 
hickories.  The course, mainly cut out of the woods, 
was in fine condition.  There were no bunkers, the 
length was moderate and all in all, a perfect course 
for hickories. The play was fun, with a number  of 
exasperated cries at the vagaries of playing with the 
old clubs (mostly from BGCS members!) and the 
day was thoroughly enjoyed by all who played. A 
most convivial dinner followed in the evening and 
virtually all of us were then  ‘boarded out’ to stay 
overnight with club members.  The hospitality we 
received was most generous and we were left in no 
doubt that the affair had been a great success.      

The two teams, picturesquely-attired, assemble outside 
the Piltdown clubhouse 
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On the 14th May 1904, the course at Walton Heath 
Golf Club was formally opened when James 
Braid, JH Taylor and Harry Vardon played a three 
ball match over the new links.  A special train 
from Charing Cross Station was laid on for the 
the guests.  On Saturday, 15th May 2004, some 90 
golfers assembled at the Club to celebrate that great 
event, of whom 40 were BGCS members. Dressed 
in period costume, they were organised into three 
teams - the Braid, Taylor and Vardon teams - and, 
with all playing with hickories, a match was held 
on the Old Course modified to correspond with 
the original of 100 years before. The Taylor team 
was captained by the Club Captain, Tim Taylor 
who was partnered by Jill Thornhill, Ladies 
Amateur Champion in 1983. The Braid Team was 
captained by Michael Lunt, the Club Vice-Captain 
and Amateur Champion in 1963, partnered by 
Bill Farmer, one of our American members. 
Captaining the Vardon team was our President, 
John Beharrell, Amateur Champion in 1956, who 
was partnered by Trey Holland, Past President 
of the USGA.  Playing off sand tees, set up by a 
young Club member in period dress, the august 
leaders were cheered away by the assembled teams.
   The weather was beautiful, warm and cloudless, 
and the course was in excellent condition.  Playing 
in three ball sixsomes matchplay, the contests were 
keen but never other than light-hearted and it was 
a thoroughly enjoyable afternoon.  Although of no 
great relevance, it was perhaps appropriate that 
the Braid team won, led superbly by Michael Lunt 
and Bill Farmer who came home with a gross 77.

The hospitality we received was most generous - 

a fine buffet lunch before the match and an excellent 
formal dinner in the evening.  One of the highlights 
of the evening was the presentation of the USGA 
International Book Award for 2003 to Phil Pilley 
for his authorship of Heather and Heaven, the 
Walton Heath Club History.  Trey Holland made 
the presentation, with Win Padgett and John Crow 
Miller, also of the USGA, present. The speeches were 
first-class and had the diners in stitches.  There were 
many humorous references aimed at Philip Truett 
but all were in good part and only served to confirm 
the high esteem in which he is held, both in his own 
Club and within the Society.  He organised a truly 
outstanding day, and we must all be grateful to him.

The whole weekend was a great success, and if 
the splendour of Walton Heath sticks in the mind, we 
were made no less welcome at Piltdown, where the 
impression was very much that of a true members’ 
club.  The outstanding feature of both days was the 
enthusiasm with which the Clubs’ members took to 
dressing the part and playing with hickories. It was 
abundantly clear that everyone had enjoyed their 
day and the comment most frequently expressed 
on both evenings was ‘what fun it had been’.  With 
over 50 Society members taking part over the two 
days, from USA, Sweden, Ireland, Ulster, Scotland 
and, of course, all parts of England, this was the 
biggest turn-out ever for a centenary occasion. The 
hospitality we received was outstanding and, in 
turn, we were able to contribute to the Captain’s 
Charity at both Clubs. I think we made a good 
few friends, both individually and as a Society.

On the Sunday, we played a match against the 
Club and the Artisans which the Society won.

Glevum

The team captains and their partners (l to r): John Beharrell, 
Trey Holland, Bill Farmer, Jill Thornhill, Tim Taylor and Michael Lunt
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Forthcoming Events

Captain’s Day
This gentle reminder is to all those who may have 
been wavering, that Minchinhampton is a testing 
course at an historic venue. Ring the Captain on 
01452 612849 to see if there are any late vacancies. 

Open Championship Meeting
Closing date for entries is the 30th of June, so it 
is not yet too late to send your application form 
from the March issue, into Tony Thorpe. Irvine 
Bogside, an Open Qualifying course, is the venue, 
and we expect the usual glittering, cosmopolitan 
attendance. Both steel and hickories welcome.

Swedish Hickory Championship
This event takes place the week after our Open, 
at Gothenburg GC. Ring Jorgen Linse on 00 
4686 677675 9  or contact Pehr Thermaenius on 
pehr.thermaenius@di.se for details. 

Hickory Match Against Seniors Society
This inaugural match will take place on August 3rd 
at Edgbaston GC, Birmingham. Format will be nine 
holes in the morning starting at 10am, followed by 
silver service lunch and 18 holes in the afternoon. 
Peter Heath asks if any interested members can 
return the enclosed application forms by 6th of July. 

North Scottish Summer Meeting at Montrose
The ancient Montrose links have great historical, 
aesthetic and golfing appeal. We no longer have to 
play over the original 25 holes, and Hamish Ewan 
has arranged for an eighteen-hole stableford test, 
(both steel and hickory) preceded by soup and 
sandwiches, with a meal afterwards in the nearby 
Caledonian Golf Club. Members may wish to 
combine this event with a golf auction the following 
day at Taylor’s, Montrose. The date of the event is 
Friday the 20th of August; entry form is included; 
closing date for entries is the 13th of August. 

Midlands Summer Meeting at Coventry Golf Club
Coventry Golf Club play over their fine parkland 
course at Finham Park, on Wednesday, 25th August, 
for which an entry form is enclosed. Both steel and 
hickory.

England vs Scotland
The ninth annual international match between 

the ‘auld enemies’ will take place at Berwick 
GC, Goswick, Northumberland, on Friday, 3rd 
September. England will be seeking to put things 
right this year over this classic links layout by 
James Braid. Usual meal afterwards at an all-
inclusive price for the day of £35. Contact Archie 
Baird (Scotland) on 01875 870277 and John Pearson 
(England) on 01904 628711 if you would like to take 
part in this popular event.

Centenary Hickory Match vs Hull GC
The Society has been invited to take part in the 
centenary celebrations of Hull GC, Kirk Ella, 
Humberside, on Thursday, 9th of September. Contact  
John Pearson, on 01904 628711 if you want  to play. 

Centenary Hickory Match against Highgate GC
 This North London club has invited us to play 
against them on Sunday, October 3rd. BGCS 
organiser is Nigel Notley, whom members should 
contact if they wish to play. (Tel: 01462 742029)

Hickory Match vs City of Lichfield Modernists
We have an entertaining challenge from the City of 
Lichfield modernists over our President’s course, 
Little Aston, on Sunday, October the 3rd. Although 
this date clashes with the previous fixture, organiser 
Peter Heath is confident of a strong team. Contact 
Peter on 0121 455 7337 if you would like to play.

Hickory Match Against Gainsborough GC
Another centenary fixture planned for Monday, 
October the 4th . Contact Tony Thorpe on 01773 
780420 to make your availability known.

English Hickory Championship – Rye GC
The English Hickory championship is one of our 
major events of the year and, in 2004, is scheduled 
for Friday, October 8th. Usual arrangements for 
lunch and après-golf in the clubhouse, dining in the 
evening in the historic George Hotel. Entry form is 
included and Tim Smartt is again organising. 

Hickory Match vs Clapham Common GS
This popular fixture on Thursday, 14th October, 
is over the historic course at Mitcham Common, 
formerly the home of Prince’s GC. Be prepared for 
powerful liquids and much laughter both before 
and after for the unwary, together with a light 
supper afterwards. Ring Philip Truett on 020 8686 
1080 if you would like to play.
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Remembering Bill Mortland
Collector of Steel Stamping Tools

AN OVERSEAS MEMBER OF THE BGCS 
and a niche collector of golf clubmakers’ 
stamping tools, William J Mortland, Jr 

passed away March 22, 2004 at his home in Fresno, 
California, at the age of 97. According to the 
Society’s records, he was the oldest member of the 
Society at the time of his death.

In 1966 Bill Mortland and 
his wife Margaret moved to 
Carnoustie, Scotland, and lived 
there intermittently from 1966 to 
1975. He had retired that year from 
a long career in law enforcement 
in Fresno. While in Scotland, he 
collected more than 250 steel 
stamping tools and many scare- 
necked wooden clubs.

Steel stamping tools were used 
to identify the wooden heads of 
golf clubs before the days of metal-
headed woods. Many clubmakers 
marked their product with the 
name of the maker, or the name of 
a golf course or club professional, 
stamped in the club head. The steel 
tools were four to six inches long, usually concave 
to fit the club head. The clubmaker hit the stamping 
tool with a hammer to put a trademark permanently 
on the club.

To display the stamped designs, Mortland 
obtained sheets of Argentine rawhide cut in leather 
strips about four feet long and two inches wide. 
Placing a strip on a wooden rifle butt, he hammered 
the stamping tool into the leather. He made nine-
inch strips into bookmarks, some as gifts to friends. 
He also imprinted wooden picture frames and 
other decorative pieces. His goal was to preserve 
the history of golf for future generations.

Mortland often displayed items from his 
stamping tool collection at meetings of the 
American Golf Collectors Society in California. 
One GCS member, Dr Robert A Weisgerber, said of 

Mortland’s collection, ‘I know of no other collection 
like it in the world.’ Mortland was honored in 2002 
when he received a Certificate of Recognition from 
the GCS ‘for his contributions to golf collecting.’  He 
was a GCS member since 1976.

As a specialized collector, Mortland went to 
lengths to record his collection for 
posterity. He published detailed 
descriptions of his entire stamping 
tool collection in a series of three 
articles in Through the Green. 
They appeared in the issues of 
September and December 1999 
and March 2000 under the title ‘A 
Unique Collection’.

Mortland’s respect for golf 
history did not stop with his 
collection, however. While living 
in Scotland in the late 1960s, he 
befriended a Carnoustie clubmaker 
named Willie Smart, one of the 
last of the truly fine artisans of 
the clubmaking trade. In 1980, 
Mortland persuaded Smart to draft 
notes and then to tape-record an 

oral history of Smart’s career as a clubmaker from 
1917 to his retirement in 1971. Entitled ‘Recollections 
of a Craftsman’, this fascinating historical account 
appeared in Through the Green in the March and 
June issues of 2002. Mortland frequently recounted 
anecdotes from his days with Smart, including 
many rounds of golf on Scottish links.

To the end, Bill Mortland continued to pursue 
actively, his interest in the history of golf and the 
collecting of items connected with that history. 
He was preceded in death by his wife of 64 years. 
Margaret was very proud of his achievements and 
of his collection. A son and two daughters survive. 
Mortland’s stamping tool collection remains in the 
hands of his family, which is reported to intend to 
preserve and keep it intact. 

This tribute has been written by his friend, chronicler and fellow Californian, 
Jim Haight 
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An Interesting Find 
Sparks a Collector’s Interest 

Gavin Bottrell 
gets hooked on collecting after a chance find in a junk shop

WHEN I WAS A CHILD my father did 
a sterling job in dragging me around 
museums and taking me to air displays. 

Like many boys before me, this gave me an 
interest in all things to do with ‘war’. On going 
to university, this interest led me to seek a career 
within the armed forces. However, after a couple 
of years of being involved with the RAF Volunteer 
Reserve, I decided that I was not destined to follow 
this path through life and after graduation I gained 
employment within the automotive industry. A 
few years later, whilst watching Antiques Roadshow 
one Sunday night, a television programme I had 
loved watching since a teenager, I decided I had 
to become an antique collector of some kind. My 
newly found wealth of the full-time employed also 
allowed me to take up a game that I was strangely 
attracted to: golf. I put this interest down to 
spending my very early childhood living a stone’s 
throw from a golf course in Fife, Scotland. In the 
autumn of 1998 my desire to start a collection of 
historical items collided with my favourite sporting 
pastime. Whilst browsing through a junk shop in 
Dorset on a Saturday afternoon I spotted a single 
old putter. Eureka! Collecting old golf clubs was to 
be my thing! 

After inspecting this single club I enquired 
whether they had any others. The shopkeeper 
casually replied ‘well, no....apart from the others in 
that bag’. Before I had even inspected the contents 
I had decided this old bag stuffed full of clubs was 
going to be mine. A quick deal was done and I left 
the shop to meet up with my wife and friends who 
had strolled on along the street. On seeing these 
rusty objects my wife exclaimed I was mad, as did 
my friends. I did not care, however, as I was now 
officially a ‘collector’. Later that night I cleaned 
the very small spots of surface rust from the clubs 
until they gleamed and pondered their origin. The 
canvas and leather bag was clearly stencilled with a 
name, there was a small paper label attached with 
an address, and the clubs themselves were stamped 

‘Oxford University Golf Club’. The numbers on the 
irons ran consecutively; there were three woods, a 
putter and a sand wedge. With my scant knowledge 
of modern golf, I realised I had stumbled upon a 
complete set. My inquisitiveness grew and I became 
more and more intrigued about how this set of clubs 
had come to be in a junk shop. With the information 
that I had, ie name, address and university, I figured 
I had a good chance of tracing something about the 
original owner. 

The following Monday, I logged on to the 
Internet and entered some of the details that I had 
into one of the major search engines. I discovered 
that JH Taylor and Gene Sarazen, whose names 
were stamped on the irons and sand wedge 
respectively, were famous golfers, and that Sarazen 
had indeed been credited with inventing the sand 
wedge in the inter-war years. The descriptions 
of ‘faux wood’ steel-shafted clubs used in the 
Thirties matched those that I possessed. With my 
engineering background I knew when I bought 
them that they weren’t genuine hickories and 
the price paid reflected that. My Internet search 
regarding the owners name and address drew 
a complete blank, which did not surprise me. I 
thought I had reached the pinnacle of what I was 
able to discover about the clubs. I continued surfing 
the net for a short while. This included checking 
if a site that was dedicated to the Leicestershire 
Regiment had published some photographs I had 
submitted of my grandfather who had been killed 
in the Second World War. My mind came up with an 
idea. Was it possible that these vintage clubs were 
in such good order because nobody had actually 
played with them since the 1930s, and indeed could 
the owner have been killed in the war? I knew 
exactly where to check this hunch. The website 
of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission 
(www.cwgc.org) lists the names of the fallen of both 
World Wars. I entered the surname and initials I had 
into the database and pressed ‘search’. As the death 
record flashed up I felt elation yet sadness.  

Through the Green June 2004
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The details on the screen corroborated exactly 
with the information I had. The KB SCOTT 
stencilled on the bag was Major Kenneth Bertram 
Scott, MC, of the West Kent Regiment, who died 
aged 27 in 1943 during the invasion of Sicily. He 
carried the post-nom of MA(Oxon), which tallied 
as the clubs were stamped ‘Oxford University 
Golf Club’, and his parents and widow had lived 
in Tadworth, Surrey. From the address label on the 
bag I knew he had actually lived at a house called 
‘Red Lodge’ within that village.     

I spared a thought how his parents, Osmund 
and Mary, and his wife Denise, must have reacted 
when the news came through of his death. Had 
they openly cried or had they privately shed their 
tears behind their well-to-do British stiff upper 
lips? I wondered whether Major Scott had won his 
Military Cross posthumously? I also wondered if 
he had any direct descendants still living; the death 
record had not listed any children. I imagined an 
oak plaque within a quiet collegiate chapel carrying 
his name and rank in gold letters, upon which his 
friends and past tutors would look and proudly 
say to themselves ‘an MC, well done old boy, good 
show’.  

A day or so later I received a reply to my email 
enquiry I had made to the Registrar of Oxford 
University. Scott had matriculated through Trinity 
College in 1934 and read English History, Military 
History and Latin Authors. He had passed the 
qualifying examination in 1939, but they could not 
tell me whether he had been awarded any sporting 
merits. I relayed the tale of these clubs to family 
and friends, who would listen, and hoped that one 
day I would have time to locate a photograph of 
‘the Major’. I thought Trinity College may have a 
formal year photograph, amongst hundreds lining 
the hallowed corridors, or that the local Tadworth 
newspaper may have carried an obituary of some 
kind. I also found out that the Public Record 
Office carries records of all citations for gallantry 
decorations including the Military Cross. 

The discovery of these clubs had opened a door 
into a new world that until that point I had never 
known existed.  I wanted to find out more about 
the names of George Nicoll, JH Taylor and Gene 
Sarazen. The next weekend I scoured more junk 
shops and picked up a bag of seven wood-shafted 
clubs. The excitement of scouring the Internet for 
information about a certain marking or name really 
fired my enthusiasm. I even found that complete 

reference books on the subject had been published! 
I was well and truly hooked. After a couple of 
months and as the proud owner of a collection of 
twenty hickories I thought I knew my subject pretty 
well. Every new club or book purchase, however, 
would reveal more of this hidden world and make 
me reflect with amazement on how little I must 
have known before! (The process continues to this 
day….). 

Like other collectors, my main source for clubs 
and associated items now tends to be specialist 
auctions. At such a forum in December 2003 I spied 
a book being sold by a prominent collector on his 
stall to the side of the main auction titled 110 Golf 
Matches - Oxford v Cambridge 1878-1999 by John 
Gillum. Once purchased, a quick browse in the 
index confirmed what I had hoped for. Ken Scott 
had been a very competent golfer and had earned 
a sporting blue for each of his varsity years and the 
team’s Captaincy in 1938. I flicked through the pages 
dedicated to the matches played in the twilight 
years of peace preceding the war and there for 1937 
was a picture of the Oxford and Cambridge teams 
en-masse with their names below arranged as to 
allow identification of each individual. The face of 
the then 22 year-old Scott seemed serious and much 
older than his years, which strangely seems to be 
common phenomenon with photographs of bygone 
ages. To his right is sitting PB ‘Laddie’ Lucas, who 
would within a couple of years become a well- 
known fighter pilot leading the defence of Malta, 
and throughout his life an influential figure in the 
golfing world. Of the 24 faces in the photograph, 
a quick search of the War Graves website reveals 
eight of them would not see the end of the war, their 
deaths spanning all theatres of the conflict from the 
Battle of Britain to the Burmese jungles.  Again, I 
thought that I had reached the end of the tale of the 
Major’s clubs. 

The collector from whom I had bought the 
book enquired as to whether it had more than a 
passing interest to me. I relayed my tale to him 
and he expressed interest, mooting the idea of Ken 
Scott being of the ‘Scott family’, which meant little 
to me at the time. A few days after the auction he 
telephoned me to say that he had found a reference 
to Ken Scott ‘the international golfer, like his father 
and brother’ finishing second in the President’s 
Putter at Rye in the late 30s. He again stated a 
connection to the Scott family. A quick surf on the 
internet revealed the connection. Ken Scott was the 
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nephew of Lady Margaret Scott, the Ladies Open 
Champion 1893, 1894 and 1895 and undoubtedly the 
most gifted lady golfer of her time. Lady Margaret 
learned her golf on the estate of her father, the Earl 
of Eldon, whilst playing with her brothers, the 
youngest of whom Osmund, was Ken Scott’s father. 
The second brother, Michael, went on to become 
the oldest winner of the Amateur Championship 
in 1933 after returning from Australia. Once this 
pedigree was revealed, it became clear why Ken 
Scott was a skilled golfer. More than that he was 
also a first class cricketer, as was his father and elder 
brother Harold, and had played for Surrey. The 
same website revealed that his brother Harold had 
outlived him by some 54 years dying at the age of 
90 in 1997 in Dorset. My quest to discover the story 
of these clubs had turned virtually full-circle.

Further searching on the Internet has revealed 
that the aristocratic Scott family is still very much in 
existence. I have thought about contacting them to 
relate this tale but I’m afraid they might think me a 
little weird with my interest in their family.  

Finding and discovering the tale behind these 
clubs was the catalyst for what has grown into a 
huge part of my life, namely golf collectables. It 

has also caused me to think more about the story 
behind each club that I find which has personal 
markings. Some collectors view personal markings, 
often crudely scored, as detrimental to clubs; I view 
them as a distinct bonus. On a wider note, these 
clubs have postulated a further theory in my mind. 
It is known that many millions of hickory clubs 
were made pre-First World War and that millions 
may still exist. Maybe the combined effects of war, 
deadly outbreaks of influenza and tuberculosis, 
and the economic depression of the 1930’s all 
had a perversely positive effect on the numbers 
of hickory clubs in existence today. Survival, not 
golf, was high on the agenda for many families 
and individuals, and by the time the population 
at large was ready and affluent enough to again 
pursue leisure activities such as golf, club design 
and manufacturing methods had moved on.  

The next time you find a personally marked 
golfing collectable and are curious about its owner, 
it is worth considering that they may be among 
those listed on the War Graves Commission 
website. These individuals secured tee-off times on 
the eternal Old Course much earlier than expected, 
and I hope they are having great matches.   

The Oxford and Cambridge teams of 1937 (l to r)
JB Webb, RO Booth, FD Physick, CF Grieve

RB Boulter, SG Dalley, JB Ellis, TS Winton, COI Ramsden, GH Dixon, JC Lawrie, CB Walker
JDA Langley, KN Fisher, GGD Carter, NS Mitchell-Innes, PB Lucas, KB Scott, JWD Goodban, WIE Thorburn

(Reserves) TR MacGregor (Cambridge), IBN Earle (Oxford), G Morton (Cambridge), PG Foster (Oxford)
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Golfpreis Der Nationen     
Baden-Baden 1936

In 1936, two English golfers won a unique trophy at an international tournament in Baden Baden, 
immediately after the Berlin Olympics. It went missing over thirty years ago. This is the story of 

how Peter Thirsk, the son of one of those golfers, tracked it down

AT THE BEGINNING OF 1936 an invitation 
was sent out to 36 countries to come to the 
German spa of Baden-Baden for a ‘Prize of 

the Nations’ golf tournament. The highlight of the 
golf week from 20 – 27th August was the ‘Great Prize’ 
to be played over four individual medal rounds by 
seven nations: Germany, England, France, Holland, 
Czechoslovakia, Italy and Hungary. Golf Illustrated 
was very much against England taking part and 
English golfers were disturbed about the political 
situation. 

Adolf Hitler had decided in 1933 to appoint a 
Sports Minister for the Reich who would appoint a 
president for the German Golfing Association. He 
in turn would appoint a president for individual 
golf clubs. Karl Henkell was appointed President of 
the German Golf Union (DGV) and Baron Ruprecht 
Böcklin von Böcklinsau became President of the 
Baden-Baden Golf Club. The Reich’s Sport minister 
then wanted to give credence to non-Olympic sports 
such as horse-riding, tennis and golf, immediately 
after the Berlin Olympiad, and so it was decided to 
arrange a golf tournament. 

The golf course at Baden-Baden was a par 68 
layout, 4128 metres long, which was insufficient 
for championship demands; but it was variable 
and demanding. The first prize was to be given 
by Chancellor Adolf Hitler, – a brass salver plate 
inlaid with eight large amber discs, made by the 
Berlin goldsmith Prof. Lettre. He selected amber as 
a true German stone, being chiefly found along the 
southern shores of the Baltic. 

After 36 holes the German pair of Leonard von 
Beckenrath and CA Hellmers was in the lead, five 
strokes better than the English team of Tom Thirsk 
and Arnold Bentley. Thanks to two magnificent 
final rounds of 65 by the Yorkshire/Lancashire 
combination of Thirsk and Bentley, the English 
pair won the tournament with a total of 562. Thirsk 
finished with the overall best score of 270, and 
Bentley, 292. An excellent description of the events 
on the course over the two day’s play, appears in 
Robert A Smith’s Olympic and Early International 

Golf, published by the author in 1994, in St Louis, 
Missouri. 

Hitler himself had wanted to be at the 
prizegiving. He had set off from Berlin, expecting 
the German team to win, but turned back when he 
heard the result, and never came to Baden-Baden. 
Karl Henkell, President of the German Golf Union 
and brother-in-law to Ribbentrop, presented the 
prizes to the victorious English pair. 

In 2003, Dr Dietrich Quanz of the Deutches Golf 
Archiv gave a presentation in Berlin about sports 
propaganda and took this tournament as a good 
example of how Germany in the 1930s, attempted 
to use sport as an element in their Nazi propaganda. 
According to Dr Quanz, such was the anger and 
disappointment of the German team in failing to 
win the tournament that not one word was printed 
or uttered in newspapers or on the radio about the 
English victory. 

As Thirsk and Bentley were representing the 
English Golf Union the salver became the property 
of the EGU, to which Karl Henkell sent a letter:

Dear Sirs

We wish to send you our heartiest congratulations 
on your team’s success in the Grosser Golfpreis der 
Nationen. We are delighted to have Mr Bentley and 
Mr Thirsk with us at Baden-Baden and were greatly 
impressed by the quality of the golf they played. 
Through their win, the Grosser Golfpreis, which 
was given by our Fuhrer and Reichkanzler, Adolf 
Hitler, becomes the property of your Union and we 
sincerely hope that it will further the connections of 
friendship and sportsmanship between English and 
German golfers. 

With kindest regards, we remain, 
   Yours sincerely, 

   Karl Henkell,
   President

Through the Green June 2004
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The EGU kept the salver until the 1950s. In 1953, 
when they were looking for new premises to hold 
their meetings, they approached The Golfers’ Club 
in London. Then at a social dinner there on the 15th 
of February 1955, Major Whitely Laverack, MC, 
President of the EGU, presented the salver to The 
Golfers’ Club to mark their election to the Union. 
The Golfers’ Club subsequently moved to various 
other premises in London and eventually closed 
down in the early 1970s. 

This is where Mr Len Sculthorp comes into the 
picture because it was his company that brought 
out the Golfers’ Club; the 1936 salver, along with 
various other golfing trophies, came into his 
company’s possession. The salver next appeared at 
the Golfers’ Club (St Andrews) Ltd at South Dron, 
where it remained until it was taken to its current 
location in Glasgow.

Two questions remain as to why the EGU, who 
must have known of the demise of the Golfers’ Club, 
made no effort to regain their trophy. And why was 
it that the 1936 salver was selected for the original 
donation?  I have contacted the EGU Secretariat at 
their headquarters at Woodhall Spa, and they have 

generously made available the relevant minutes of 
Executive and Council meetings. No answers to 
these questions are apparent.

The ‘lost’ trophy only came to my attention in 
1985 from an article written by Richard Dodds, 
the golf correspondent of the Yorkshire Post. My 
father died in 1979 and I regret not having had the 
opportunity to speak to him at length about this 
trophy, which, with his partner Arnold Bentley, he 
won for his country. Being a modest man, he never 
spoke about his golfing successes. 

My father won the equivalent of an Olympic 
gold medal in 1936. Golf has not featured as an 
Olympic sport since 1904 at St Louis. Surely this is 
the time to press for its inclusion, especially by 2012 
when the London bid may have been successful. 
And how ironic it would be if instead, Berlin won 
and was able to include golf as an Olympic sport 
once again. 

The photograph of the salver  was made possible 
through the kindness of Len Sculthorp bringing it 
from Scotland to England, to meet me, one of Tom 
Thirsk’s twin sons.

Tom Thirsk (left) and Arnold Bentley receive their prizes 
from Karl Henkell at Baden-Baden

Peter Thirsk with the salver won by 
his father and Arnold Bentley
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Letter from America

Through the Green June 2004

by Brown Ale

THIS YEAR THE MASTERS GOLF tournament 
brought elation to one golfer and his legion 
and incredible sorrow to another soul. Phil 

Mickelson’s storybook finish turned around the event 
that had started with somber notes on Thursday 
and Friday. Arnie’s retirement from competition at 
Augusta was a tearful moment for many but not 
nearly as sad as the passing of Bruce Edwards, Tom 
Watson’s caddie, on Thursday afternoon.

Bruce had been honored only the night before 
at the Golf Writers’ Association awards dinner, 
receiving the Ben Hogan Award given to ‘an 
individual in golf who has continued to be active 
despite a physical handicap or serous illness’.  
His current condition in his battle with ALS had 
prevented him from attending so he was represented 
by his parents and several other family members.  
First, Watson rose to give his own rendition of how 
his relationship with Bruce had started, grown and 
endured. John Feinstein, who recently authored a 
book about the long relationship of Edwards and 
Watson, addressed the group with anecdotes and his 
definition of a hero: a man who could get up every 
day and face life knowing he was losing the fight for 
his own life. Edwards’ legacy may have been forged 
that evening when Feinstein referred to him as ‘the 
Arnold Palmer of caddies’.  Then Bruce’s father, Jay, 
spoke for fifteen minutes about Bruce’s history and 
what golf and caddying had meant to him since he 
entered that realm at age eighteen.

The gravity of Edwards’ situation, the bond 
that he shared with Watson and the bravery with 
which Bruce faced his illness made the deepest of 
impressions on our group, despite the fact we had 
been living with this story almost daily for over a 
year. Fortunately the lights were dimmed for the 
video projection equipment because virtually every 
tough male in the hall had to resort to blotting the 
tears with his dinner napkin. It was a time not to be 
missed but also, hopefully, not to be repeated any 
time soon. The prediction that Bruce would be back 
at the dinner with us again next year would never 
be fulfilled when we learned he had lost his fight on 
Thursday afternoon.

When Bruce’s dad stepped up to the podium the 

room was silent. He spoke so fondly of Bruce and 
Bruce’s sincere thanks for all the encouragement 
expressed over the past year. You could tell he was 
fighting back the tears. He really didn’t want to be 
there but he knew it was his duty to speak for Bruce, 
and he did a very eloquent job. 

Few people in golf have earned the respect to 
be spoken about in reverential tones. So it was with 
Bruce Edwards whose courage in the face of dire 
circumstances exemplified Bob Jones’s tenet that in 
life as in golf you have to ‘play it as it lies’. 

The GCS once again put together a formidable 
team for the annual dinner. Besides Sid and Jim, 
first timers Bob Hansen and Joe Tiscornia joined the 
regular crew of Dick Donovan, Bud Thompson, John 
Fischer and Mary Ann Sarazen. Rounding out the 
line up were Jim Espinola, Wayne Aaron and local 
lad Ross Snellings. With Mark McCormack being 
honored posthumously, Alastair Johnston made the 
show—he had filled me in earlier on some of the 
details of l’affaire de Beckham.

Tiger was yet again voted Golfer of the Year and 
attended the dinner, delivering a polite thank you 
and some other anecdotal remarks pertaining to 
the ace he had scored earlier in the day at the par 
three tournament. It is very convenient for all of us 
to say that we ‘have dinner with Tiger’ Wednesday 
evening in Augusta. One of the favorable aspects of 
the Golf Writers’ dinner is that many luminaries—
both players and media—are invited and partake 
of the cocktail hour prior to sitting at the dinner 
table. I have had the opportunity to meet the 
likes of Nicklaus, Price, Watson, Kite, Crenshaw, 
Lehman, Irwin, Hoch, Azinger, Colbert, Sorenstam 
and Stockton in past years, all of whom would 
stand shoulder to shoulder with us in a relaxed 
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social setting discussing topics like the coefficient-
to-restitution rule, the color of Aaron Baddeley’s 
trousers or how much money Feinstein will make on 
his most recent book.

Tiger is the exception.  He is kept backstage 
until everyone is seated. His award is the first to 
be presented. Woods enters the dining hall, makes 
his brief remarks—and he is getting more relaxed in 
addressing the fourth estate—and then he quietly 
eases his way through the side door to, undoubtedly, 
several more appearances on the evening.  That is 
dinner with Tiger.  His dinner goes uneaten and 
someone else at his table gets to drink his share of 
the table wine. Watson has also attended the past few 
years and he stays till the very end. I thought that 
situation was worthy of an explanation.

Oh yes, there was a tournament to follow.  The 
weather was, for the most part, glorious when it was 
supposed to be, the favorite of the gallery won on 
the last stroke on the final hole and two new heroes 
emerged—Chris Demarco and KJ Choi.

As a rule, I don’t do book reviews, instead letting 
those more scholarly to do the explaining. I do enjoy 
the photos, however, and this book has some dandies. 
I found it on the coffee table at Ross’s office and it is 
titled Augusta & Aiken in Golf’s Golden Age. Compiled 
by Stan Byrdy and published by Arcadia Publishing 
(arcadiapublishing.com), it is a treasure house of photos 
showing the development of Augusta National and 
how golf in those two localities developed in the 
40 years before the coming of the Masters. I highly 
recommend it.

I have been reminded by Nigel and Fiona to mention 
some new golfing friends they made on a recent 
trip to California. They are Paul Elliott and his son 
John, a father and son golf team playing regularly 
in Roubidoux, California. The twist is that the son 
is 81 and the father 104. At 102 he was shooting a 
respectable 122, enjoying a glass of red wine and a 
cigar every day.

The peripatetic golf nomads are gearing up for 
the GCS National Meeting in the Chicago suburbs 
October 13-16. The course at Pheasant Run Resort 
is nifty but, in keeping with the prairie topography, 
very flat. That ought to bode well for hickory golf. 
One of the prime movers for nominating that site, 
Bob Lucas, has since moved to Arizona but the 
strong contingent of Illinois-Indiana-Wisconsin 

GCS members have promised a fabulous meeting. 
It conflicts with the PGA Tour Chrysler Classic of 
Greensboro (the newest name for the old Greater 
Greensboro Open) in my hometown but my 
allegiance is with my collector friends. A good nosh 
of real Chicago deep-dish pizza will also mitigate the 
guilt of having to choose between two stellar events. 
Fiona, on the other hand wants to do some shopping 
on North Michigan Avenue—the ‘Miracle Mile’—
while Nigel is interested in the museums. With any 
luck, baseball’s Chicago Cubs will make the playoffs 
and in mid-October the town may be overflowing 
with baseball hubris. I hope some of you can make 
the trip; a combination of GCS and Chicago has so 
much to offer.

Whether or not it was fate, planned or happenstance, 
2004 looks to go down as the year of the hickory 
golf tournament glut. There are more tournaments 
planned or already played than anyone can 
remember.  If one looks forward from the estimated 
publication date of June 15, there are six upcoming 
tournaments, all significant, vying for competitors. 
The Hickory Open tees off for the third time June 
24-26 in Kingsley, Michigan. The newcomer in the 
schedule is Matt Dodds’s Adirondack Hickory Open 
in beautiful Lake Champlain, upstate New York July 
23-24.  That’s the weekend before the 7th National 
Hickory Championship at Oakhurst Links in West 
Virginia, July 30-August 1. Canadian Doug Marshall 
is once more hosting the second CB Macdonald 
Memorial at Niagara on the Lake, Ontario, September 
17-19. Another new arrival guaranteed to raise a few 
eyebrows is the Mid Pines Hickory Open, November 
12-14. Mid Pines, another old Donald Ross course, is 
across the street from Pine Needles (site of two recent 
Women’s US Opens) and around the corner from the 
Pinehurst Resort & Country Club, which probably 
needs no further introduction. Also in the reckoning 
is our own tournament held at the GCS Annual 
Meeting, this year in Chicago, October 13-16. More 
of an outing than a serious competition, it probably 
brings together more hickory players at one time 
than any other event.

Beyond those, there are a good number of GCS 
regional meetings that include a hickory golf outing 
in their respective agendas. Region 2 will be in 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania June 18-19, Region 7 
plays ‘The Heart of America’ championship for the 
26th year in Omaha, Nebraska, July 9, and Region 10 
(California) gathers in Ventura, November 18-20. 
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Alfred Hind Robinson (1864 - 1959)
Edwardian Golf Photographer

John Pearson 
discovers some atmospheric photographs of golf in more leisured times

MY ACQUAINTANCE WITH THE WORK 
of Alfred Hind Robinson began in the 
late 1980s while researching the history 

of York Golf Club. Leafing idly through bound 
copies of 1910 Golf Illustrated in the National Library 
of Scotland, I came across a double-page article on 
The Club, featuring an exhibition match involving 
Ted Ray (Ganton) and Sandy Herd (Huddersfield) 
against our own Ted Cheal and Scarborough’s 
Arthur Day. 

Pictures of the match captured a very distinct 
mood of relaxed elegance. The match referee was 
one of The Club’s top players, Lord St Vincent, 
wearing what looked like a linen jacket and wide-
brimmed fedora; the ladies wore long flowing 
dresses and carried parasols. Photographic credit 
was given to AH Robinson, Derwent House, 
West Ayton, Scarborough. First detective work to 
identify the photographer was unsuccessful; the 
village post office had never heard of him, nor any 
of his surviving family. But some months later, after 
a club match at Kirkbymoorside, I was admiring a 
very atmospheric photograph of the course taken 
before the Great War, featuring golfers in a dingly 
dell, with a hint of onlooking fairies. ‘By Alfred 
Robinson’ said the Club Captain, – ‘available 
from the Hulton Picture Library in London  –  and 
they’ve a nice picture of York as well’. 

The Gallery was duly visited and the Robinson 
collection inspected. Some images are already 
available on large black and white- or sepia-tinted 
prints, while others are stored on original glass 
plate negatives. Subject matter varied, but the 
general theme was of Edwardian Society in those 
golden days towards the end of the Empire, before 
the proverbial lights started going out for the Great 
War. The York picture was clearly taken during the 
exhibition match in 1910. Their biggest-selling item 
was a local subject  – an early picture of Stamford 
Bridge, home of nearby Chelsea Football Club. 
A number of sailing pictures caught the eye. But 
the great glory was the 50 or so images of twenty 

golf courses, mainly up the east coast of England, 
but with a fair number elsewhere. All were in 
Robinson’s trademark panoramic style. 

I’ve subsequently come across a few hanging in 
other clubhouses – some heroic bunkers at Berwick 
GC for instance, which we may have to check out 
at our England vs Scotland fixture at Goswick in 
September. 

The gallery is still there at 3, Jubilee Place, off the 
King’s Road, Chelsea, although the name is now 
changed to the Getty Images Gallery. Alternatively, 
pictures can be viewed at www.hultonarchive.com  
searching under Photographers/Alfred Hind Robinson. 
Prints can be ordered, and are hand-produced to 
buyer specification from original glass plates, with 
sepia-tinting as an option. They ain’t cheap, but 
they’re very special. 

Matthew Butson, of The Hulton Archive has 
kindly allowed us to reprint his copyrighted 
biographical sketch:

Alfred Hind Robinson was born at Osmanthorpe 
Hall in Leeds, England in 1864, the son of Col John 
Robinson (and his wife Jane) a wool merchant 
working for John Vance & Co of Leeds. Educated 
at Eton, he served as a lieutenant in the 11th 
Hussars (Prince Albert’s Own) between 1884 and 
1887 and also served in the Great War. In 1894 he 
became a member of the Scarborough District 
Council, later becoming a Justice of the Peace in 
the North Riding, Yorkshire in 1903. Settling in 
Scarborough in the early 1900s he soon became 
one of the pioneers of panoramic photography 
and shot over 2000 panoramas between 1903 and 
1930. 

Between 1915 and 1916 he served in the Royal 
Defence Corps and from 1924 was Chairman of the 
Pickering Lythe East Petty Sessions. He married 
his wife Mabel in 1893, the daughter of John 
Mackay Plews of Fencote Hall, Bedale, Yorkshire. 
The couple moved to Derwent House, West Ayton 
near Scarborough in 1909 and it was from here 
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The gallery reflects as Ted Cheal putts for a two in his match against Sandy Herd. York Golf Club, June 1910

Magical sylvan glades at Kirkbymoorside Golf Club

England and Scotland teams will both wish to avoid this heroic bunker at Goswick in September

The Holy Island (Northumberland) golf course closed between the wars, and is now an important nature reserve 
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that he produced the bulk of his work. His travel 
subject took him all over England, Scotland and 
Ireland and some parts of Northern Belgium and 
Holland extensively covering seaside resorts, golf 
links, castles, abbeys, cathedrals and coastlines.

The majority of Robinson’s work was shot 
on large format nitrate negative film using a 
Kodak Panoram No. 4 camera. A hand-cranked 
contraption, the ‘No. 4’ covered an angle of 142 
degrees and the traversing speeds for the lens 
could be altered by adjusting the tension of a 
spring. The camera was designed to be used 
either horizontally or vertically and the collection 
contains a number of vertical images of waterfalls, 
cliff faces and buildings as well as landscapes. 
The Panoram No. 4, introduced in 1899, remained 
on the market until the 1920s. Virtually all 
Robinson’s prints were contact-printed utilising 
a process known as the autotype. Robinson 
distrusted the longevity of silver-based printing 
and was attracted to a process that ‘guaranteed 
permanence’. Though a complex carbon-based 
process, the autotype had another advantage in 
that it utilised the cheapest developer known to 
man – warm water.

Robinson’s contribution to the history of 
photography has lain, more or less, unpublished, 
since his death. But then again - AH who? Very 
few people have ever heard of this gifted and 
insightful photographer whose imagery captures 
the very essence of the English at play. Robinson 
was never a professional photographer - though 
he did sell a number of his panoramas to several 
British railway companies for display in their 
first class carriages. His photography was more 
a serious hobby - together with his passion for 

huntin’, fishin’ and shootin’. Although working 
in relative isolation from the other photographic 
‘greats’ of the day, AH Robinson had an exquisite 
eye which sought out and composed imagery of 
unparalleled delicacy and balance, documenting 
the ‘golden summer’ that was Edwardian 
England. Through Robinson’s remarkable images 
we can also appreciate his own personal vision 
of England - idyllic and romantic and perhaps 
simply an extension of his own privileged life. 
Alfred Hind Robinson died in West Ayton, near 
Scarborough in 1950 at the age of 85 – incredibly 
his obituary never even mentioned his pioneering 
photography which, up until relatively recently 
has been a well-kept secret. 

The AH Robinson collection was acquired 
by the Hulton Library in 1950 and is now part 
of Hulton Archive, a division of Getty Images. 
Fine art prints of these unique images, and many 
others, can be purchased through the Getty Images 
Gallery by contacting Anthony Gammell on 020 
7367 4525 or e-mailing Anthony.gammell@gettyim
ages.com.  Many other panoramas from the AH 
Robinson Collection can be viewed on the Hulton 
Archive’s web site at www.hultonarchive.com.

The courses featured in the Hulton Archive 
include the following:
Hesketh Park, Oakdale, Whitby, Cleveland, 
Bamburgh, Kirkbymoorside, Filey, Harrogate, 
Hexham, Holy Island, Birkdale, York, Brough, 
Pannal, Knock, Royal Portrush (wrongly described 
as Royal Portman), Windermere, Berwick (Goswick) 
and Ganton. The Hulton Archive web site also 
features a number of golfing images over the years 
from other photographers, up to the present day.

A panoramic view of the links at Hesketh, on the Lancashire coast.
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Remembering JH Taylor
at Westward Ho!

Former BGCS Committee Member Peter Gompertz 
wrote this account before his recent return to Australia

THE NAME OF JH TAYLOR will always 
be associated with that of Westward Ho! 
where he learnt his golf over the links of 

what is now the Royal North Devon Golf Club, as 
a caddie and artisan member in the 1880s. After a 
lifetime of golf, and his five Open Championships, 
Taylor retired to his birthplace, the nearby village of 
Northam; it was there that he died during the long 
hard winter of 1962-63. He is buried in the Northam 
Churchyard, only a few yards from the founder 
of the Club, and vicar at the church, the Reverend 
Henry Gosset. 

An honorary member and past president of the 
Club, JH’s locker can still be seen, bearing a card 
with his signature, near the entrance of the locker-
room. A corner of the club museum, marked by a 
plaque, is dedicated to his memory and includes an 
original portrait by Alan J Bowyer. His memory is 
also perpetuated in annual match-play handicap 
competition for the Taylor Mashie, one of his 
favourite clubs and presented by JH himself in 
1957, the year of his presidency. Portrait of JH Taylor in old age, courtesy RND GC

Last resting place of Henry Gossett, 
Northam Churchyard

JH Taylor’s grave 
Northam Churchyard
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Irish Musings
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OVER THE PAST NUMBER OF YEARS 
Ireland has been in 
the headlines many 

times highlighting the perceived 
differences of our people on 
this small island. Yet 113 years 
ago the founding fathers of the 
game of golf in Ireland created 
an institution which has ensured 
that at least the golfers of the 
country have remained united 
in their common interests. The 
Golfing Union of Ireland was 
founded on the 12th October 1891, 
making it the oldest national 
golfing union in the world. Golf 
in Ireland is organised on a 
branch basis relating to its four 
historical provinces: Connaught, 
Leinster, Munster and Ulster. 
When Ireland was divided in 1920 
Northern Ireland was made up of 
just six counties that were part of 
the Province of Ulster, three other 
Ulster counties remaining in the 
Republic of Ireland. These three 
counties, Donegal, Cavan and Monaghan,  have 
always been part of the Ulster Branch of the GUI.

In 1885 there were just three golf clubs: Belfast, 
Curragh, and Dublin. All were later to be given the 
prefix ‘Royal’. A small number of trophies already 
had been presented to encourage the growth 
of the game; one of these was the magnificent 
Henderson Cup. Play for this trophy led to the 
formation of the Irish Amateur Championship.

Popular golfing events were the summer 
meetings at the prominent clubs when golfers 
would attend for say a week to participate in 
various competitions. At the conclusion of the 
Summer Meeting at the County Club, (later to 
become the Royal Portrush Golf Club) a conference 
was held in the clubhouse. The creation of an Irish 
Championship was discussed although those 
present did not wish this to become an event for 
record breaking or for young men attempting to do 

more than they could. These ideas were abhorred!  
After other informal discussions, 
a formal meeting was held in 
the Northern Counties Railway 
Hotel at Portrush to propose 
the formation of a Golfing 
Union and to establish an 
Irish Championship Meeting.

Many prominent club 
members attended this historic 
meeting including Captain 
James L McCalmont, Captain 
of the Belfast Club, who 
chaired the meeting. My earlier 
reference to the Province of 
Ulster is important because all 
nine clubs which formed the 
Union were located in Ulster, 
and all the ‘founding fathers’ 
came from there. But clearly the 
development of golf was much 
more widespread than this. In fact 
28 ‘greens’ (as golf courses were 
then designated), had already 
been opened for play. It was 
also agreed that the immediate 

objectives of the Union would be to:
-fix dates of all competitions to avoid clashing;
-consider the advisability of organising an Irish 

championship meeting;
-adopt some fixed principle of handicapping; 
-treat with the different railway companies with 

a view to obtaining railway facilities for golfers; 
-generally, consider such matters as may be for 

the advancement of golf in Ireland.
The GUI was formally established at a meeting 

in Belfast in November, 1891, of delegates from 
County Down, County, Royal Belfast, Killymoon, 
Dungannon  and Portsalon. Officers included Lord 
Ranfurly as President; Captain James McCalmont 
and John S Alexander as Vice-Presidents; George 
Combe as Honorary Secretary; and Hugh C Kelly 
as Honorary Treasurer.

A visit the Union’s current website, www.gui.ie, 
suggests that they have continued to meet these 

Captain James McCalmont, chairman
of the original meeting to form 
the Golfing Union of Ireland 
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objectives. Golf in Ireland has experienced quite 
phenomenal development in the last two decades, 
rising from just 248 clubs in 1986 to a projected 450 
in 2010. To match the foresight of those who were 
responsible for the creation of the Union in 1891 the 
current administrators have committed themselves 
to the establishment of new headquarters, a golf 
museum, and a national coaching academy at Carton 
House, outside Maynooth in County Kildare. There 
are two magnificent new golf courses designed by 
Mark O’Meara and Colin Montgomerie. Naturally 
this is an expensive project estimated to cost 5.5 
million euro.  The future of the oldest golfing union 
in the world looks bright.

As collectors we will all be interested to see how 
the idea of a golf museum develops. A GUI office-
bearer tells me that they are not expecting to have 
to buy but will be relying upon donations! I am sure 
we would all have something we could donate. So 
let’s see what do I have? 

Dunbar Plunkett Barton QC was a formidable 
golfing enthusiast who was a member of many 
golf clubs, one of which was the Dungannon Club 
in County Tyrone, a founding member of the GUI. 
He joined this club in January 1891, was President 
of Royal Dublin Golf Club 1904-1924 and President 
of Royal Portrush Golf Club 1915-1937. He was 
elected President of the Golfing Union of Ireland 
in 1906, succeeding the 5th Earl of Ranfurly. In May 
1891 he presented two cups for competition with 
both the Dungannon and Killymoon Clubs, which 
became became the East Tyrone and County Tyrone 
Challenge Cups. The inaugural winner of the latter 
trophy, with a gross score of 103-net 81, was HS 
Sloan of Aughnacloy. I was fortunate to be able to 
acquire the gold medal awarded to him. 

I have also in my collection a replica of the 
County Tyrone Challenge Cup, but this was for 
1934. The first winner of this Cup was Hugh Adair, 
founder of Killymoon Golf Club, and the father of 
the famous golfing sisters.  

Probably one of the nicest medals to have in any 
collection is the GUI Senior Challenge Cup medal.  
Mine was awarded to S Smiles, a member of the 
Malone Golf Club winning team in 1908. 

Another GUI medal in my possession is for the 
inaugural Junior Inter-Club Competition in 1901, as 
won by HW Bailie of Ormeau Golf Club. 

References
The Golfing Union of Ireland 1891-1991 William Menton 1991
Dungannon GC Centenary 1890-1990  LRP Agnew 1990

East Tyrone Challenge Cup - Inaugural Gold Medal

GUI Senior Challenge Cup Medal

GUI Junior Challenge Cup Medal
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Like Jehu, He Drove Furiously
John Moreton

concludes his biographical sketch of the long-driving Ted Blackwell

TED BLACKWELL REACHED THE SIXTH 
round of the Amateur in 1905, losing to 
Osmond Scott of the Gloucestershire golfing 

clan. This was to prove a year of decision for Ted 
himself. 

The Royal and Ancient was faced with the 
growth of inland golf. The members regarded golf 
as a seaside game played on links courses. Courses 
with hedges, trees, fences and ponds were beyond 
their ken, but local rules were needed to legislate 
for such hazards. Golf was spreading across Britain 
at an amazing rate. Doctors recommended it as ‘a 
healthful exercise’. In 1905 the Worcestershire Union 
of Golf Clubs came into being, with Kidderminster 
Golf Club among the founder members. The Union 
drafted some local rules that were strictly within the 
code and spirit of the game. For example, despite 
the difference between linksland and farmland, 
players were not permitted to clean mud off their 
balls until after they had holed out; nor could they 
remove a plugged ball. However the player could 
lift and drop a ball lying in dung without penalty 
and a ball could be lifted and dropped at any 
time but under a penalty of one shot. The Union 
also made a rule for balls striking posts and wire 

protecting putting greens. 
Another important issue was the standardisation 

of handicaps and the Union undertook this as 
more inter-club matches were being played. Many 
gentlemen, like Ted Blackwell, belonged to more 
than one club and often, as a result, had more than 
one handicap!

Writing in The Sportsman, ‘The Colonel’ criticised 
the effrontery of those who sought to subvert the 
authority of the R&A. The golf correspondent of 
the Birmingham Daily Post responded and tore 
‘The Colonel’ to shreds: ‘The Midland Worm Was 
Turning’. The R&A was criticised as being ‘weak 
and unwilling’ to address the problems. Once the 
Club had taken over the organisation of the Amateur 
and Open Championships it began to demonstrate 
a wider understanding of national concerns and 
developed into the efficient organisation it is today. 
It is possible that Ted, with his forceful personality, 
was partly responsible for the change in attitude. 
(Nowadays, there are so many bodies involved 
in golf administration they have had to set up a 
partnership!)

When Worcestershire played their first county 
match Ted Blackwell was not in the team. The 

Ted Blackwell driving from the 13th at Prestwick, during the 1905 Amateur Championship
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Post’s correspondent was not amused and criticised 
Blackwell and the Fosters of the Worcestershire 
Club for not assuming the County colours. 

The following year, playing number one for 
Worcestershire against Warwickshire, was ‘G 
Hugh’. Jehu the furious driver of the Old Testament, 
was identified in the Birmingham Daily Post as 
Edward Blackwell of Kidderminster Golf Club, 
who, ‘as his reputation as “a furious driver” is well-
known, made such disguise rather transparent’. 
As a committee member of the Royal & Ancient, 
Ted was doubtless attempting to hide from his 
seaside colleagues that he was actively supporting 
a ‘breakaway’ union. He lost his first county match 
to WH McPherson, due to the fact that he had not 
seen the Harborne course before. 

It is more than a coincidence, perhaps, that the 
first President of the Worcestershire Union was the 
Right Honourable, The Earl of Dudley. In 1906 the 
Midland Counties Golf Association was formed as 
there was still no national body to organise golf 
in England. The four existing Midland unions 
that formed this body were Nottinghamshire, 
Warwickshire, Worcestershire and Gloucestershire. 
Trentham Golf Club in Staffordshire and the 
Uppingham Club in Rutland were affiliated clubs. 
The Birmingham Post’s indefatigable correspondent 
saw this as a step towards a national body, which 
did not happen until a further eighteen years of 
inter-county matches had been played. In passing 
it is interesting to note the quality of golf writing 
during the early part of the last century and the 
coverage the game received in local as well as 
national papers. Sadly, the Birmingham Post’s 
correspondent remained anonymous, although 
in the 1920s some columns were signed JC. This 
was the Honourable John Coventry, who rarely 
ventured on the golf course.

Edward Blackwell became the first President 
of the Association, by which time he had already 
won the Midland Counties Amateur Stroke Play 
Championship on two occasions: 1905 and 1906. 
In 1909 Kidderminster won the Midland Cup Team 
Championship at Hollinwell. He continued as 
President of the Association until 1914. It is clear 
that by this time he embraced inland golf with 
the same enthusiasm with which he played at St 
Andrews. It is also possible that the Earl of Dudley 
had some influence on him and persuaded him to 
accept the Presidency.

Although the Worcestershire Union held its first 

championship in 1906, Ted did not enter. He did 
so the following year and won the Silver Medal 
at King’s Norton on the 15th of May, two strokes 
behind Frank Woolley of the home club. Woolley 
was an English international; Ted had already 
made his international debut for Scotland in 1902 
when he was on the winning side but failed to win 
a hole against GF Smith. He played for his country 
from 1904 until 1907, with better results, winning 
his singles by one hole in 1904, then defeating AV 
Hambro by 9&8 in the next encounter.  In 1906 he 
beat Horace Hutchinson at Hoylake and repeated 
the lesson the following year by 6&5. In 1909 he beat 
Eric Martin Smith 3&2 at Muirfield, gaining revenge 
for the previous year’s result in the Amateur. 1910 
brought a defeat at the hands of CVL Hooman, 
a future Walker Cup player. In 1912, he and WE 
Fairlie, also of the R&A beat Eric Lassen and Ted’s 
Worcestershire team-mate Frank Woolley, by 1 up 
– a story-book end to the pre-war hostilities. 

Astute readers will have realised that neither 
country had a national golf union at this time, 
Scotland forming one in 1920 and England four 
years later. So who picked the teams for these 
unofficial encounters? The Royal Liverpool Golf 
Club organised the first meeting at Hoylake 
following the 1902 Amateur Championship. Perusal 
of the entries for the Championship reveals a host of 
members of the R&A and the Honourable Company 
for Scotland and such clubs as Hoylake and Woking 
representing the English entrants alongside the 
midlanders. It is not unreasonable to conjecture that 
the original challenge was issued over the claret or 
brandy, venues arranged and cronies called into 
service; nor is it inconceivable that Bernard Darwin 
had a hand in it, as he played in the matches in 1902, 
04, 05, 08–10, and again in 1923-24. He reached the 
third round of the Amateur in 1902 before falling 
to J Beaumont Pease. Both men were regular 
competitors in the Championship, enjoying mixed 
success. Darwin described the international matches 
as ‘appendages’ to the Championship, giving some 
players the opportunity to have another attempt to 
beat a rival he had met during the main event. 

After the First World War, Ted again donned his 
country’s colours from 1923 until 1925, by which 
time he was Captain of the team as well as the R&A. 
In 1923 Ted halved his match with E Noel Layton 
of Walton Heath, of which club Ted had been given 
Honorary Membership. In the foursomes Ted and 
his partner WA Murray beat Cyril Tolley and the 
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Hon Michael Scott by two holes. Ted lost his singles 
in 1924 to Bernard Darwin, no less, but he and 
Murray beat Sir Ernest Holderness and Scott by a 
tidy margin. A year later he and Murray faced Tolley 
again, this time with the young Warwickshire bear, 
Carl Bretherton, now consolidating an impressive 
career. The Englishman won 5&3 and Bretherton 
defeated Ted 5&4 in the singles. 

Having digressed on the international path it is 
time to return to national events. Ted continued to 
enter the Amateur, with mixed results, reaching the 
sixth round in 1907 before Guy Campbell defeated 
him. He lost to E Martin Smith in the second round 
in 1909 and to J Beaumont Pease in the third a 
year later. Pease became captain of the R&A six 
years after Ted and in 1947, as Lord Wardington, 
President of the English Golf Union. According 
to Darwin, he was better known to his friends as 
‘Montie’ Pease. He also helped found the delightful 
club at Tadmarton Heath in Oxfordshire, well-
known to BGCS Midlands members. 

In the meantime, Garden Smith, the editor of 
Golf Illustrated, was becoming concerned about the 
running of the Amateur Championship. This was 
the responsibility of a committee representing 24 
clubs, which decided upon the rotation of venues 
for the championship. Smith noted that this 

rota was not strictly adhered to and felt that the 
organisation should be formalised and placed in the 
hands of the governing body. He issued a challenge 
to the Championship Committee in March 1909 
and circulated the medallists of previous years. 
Several, including Ted, were in favour of the 
Royal and Ancient taking over the running of the 
Championship, which duly came to pass. Only 
Johnny Laidlay and Robert Harris found no fault 
in the existing arrangements. Ted’s reply was brief 
and to the point: he thought it an excellent idea and 
the ‘best solution of the present difficulty’ if the 
R&A took over the management. 

Ted lost his one match in the second round at 
Prestwick in 1911 but did not qualify for the Open at 
Royal St George’s and finished only eleven strokes 
behind Harry Vardon, who won a play-off to tie 
Braid’s five victories. Ted was third Amateur and 
two years later at Hoylake, fourth amateur, but 29 
strokes adrift of Taylor, who took his fifth Open 
Championship. This was after Ted had led the 
qualifying section so the result must have been a 
disappointment to him. 

In 1911 he was selected to play for the amateurs 
against the professionals and continued to play for 
his adopted English county. During the year he 
won his second Bombay Medal at St Andrews, in 

The 1905 Scottish team that played England at Prestwick after the Amateur Championship:
EBH Blackwell, R Harris, J Graham, jnr, CE Dick, CK Hutchison

R Andrew, J Robb, R Maxwell, JE Laidlay
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addition to the George Glennie Medal in 1905 and 
’06, the Gold medal in ’07 and 1910, and the Royal 
Medal for the second time in ’08. 

1912 was an annus mirabilis for Ted. He won no 
less than three medals at the R&A meetings: the 
George Glennie, the Gold, and the Silver cross. 
While playing off a tie for the Gold Medal, Ted set a 
new record of 73 for the Old Course. His card read 
4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 4, 4, 3, 4 –36; 3, 3, 3, 5, 6, 4, 4, 5, 4 – 37.

In Worcestershire he led Kidderminster A to 
victory in the team championship for the Thomson 
– James Cup and won the Silver Medal in the 
individual championship, Frank Woolley again 
being his nemesis. The county match against 
Warwickshire pitted him against Charles Palmer, 
a fine player from Handsworth who had taken the 
game up late in life, and who won the Irish Amateur 
in 1913. Ted beat him 3&2 but Warwickshire won 
the match. They won again the following year 
despite Ted despatching Palmer’s protégé, Carl 
Bretherton 4&2. Palmer had given a home to the 
orphaned Bretherton and Carl went on to win 
the Irish Amateur in 1919 when the tournament 
resumed, so back to back winners came from the 
same household.

Ted retained all three of the previous year’s R&A 
medals in 1913. His final successes in the Club’s 
competitions came in 1922, when he won the Gold 
Medal again, and the Calcutta Cup the following 
year. During 1922 he also finished runner-up in the 

Scottish Amateur Championship. He also witnessed 
a young professional, Ben Seymour, of Moseley 
Hurst, equal his feat of driving the eighteenth green 
on the Old Course in 1919. The Scotsman recorded: 
‘When he came up to his ball he was congratulated 
by a man who then turned and walked away. That 
man was Edward Blackwell.’

When the two Midland counties met again 
in 1914, Bretherton turned the tables on Ted, still 
playing at number one, beating him by 4&3. Ted 
missed the next match against Shropshire. 

Ted was a member of several clubs by this time: 
as well as Kidderminster and the R&A he retained 
his membership at Pau and at Handsworth, which 
he claimed was his favourite inland course. This 
was according to Nisbet in 1911, which also lists 
Walton Heath as one of his clubs. His favourite 
links courses were the Old Course, North Berwick 
and Prestwick. At some point between 1914 and 
1919 Ted moved to Scotland and resided at 27 Belle 
Vue Road, Ayr. Naturally, he became a member of 
Prestwick. In 1921 he also joined Biarritz. 

He became Captain of the R&A in 1925 and in 
a press interview expressed the view that players 
in the past gained more pleasure from the gutta 
percha ball than from the wound one. He was 
pleased with the increase in the number of courses 
and the improved maintenance made possible by 
more modern machinery. 

The St Andrews Citizen described his drive-in as 

Ted won the Gold Medal and the Midlands Challenge Cup from a mixed field of amateurs and professionals, 
at Leamington in 1912, with a score of 76 + 73 = 149. He sits in the middle row, just left of centre
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Captain in the issue of Saturday, 8th October:

On the previous Wednesday R&A members 
competed for the King William IV Medal, 
The Gold Medal, and the Silver Boomerang 
after the Captain himself had driven in. 

The crowd of about 500 gathered in the vicinity 
of the first tee shortly before 8.30 in the morning to 
witness Mr Edward Blackwell drive off the first 
ball and thus play himself into the Captaincy of 
the Club. The new Captain is sometimes described 
as a veteran, but he looked a perfect example 
of physical fitness when he stepped on to the 
first tee to perform the time-honoured opening 
ceremony. Andrew Kirkaldy was there to tee 
his ball, and Dean of Guild Linskill, who is now 
one of the oldest members of the Club was also 
on the teeing ground. Fully 20 caddies, all men, 
lined out not far from the Swilcan Burn to retrieve 
the Captain’s ball, for they could safely assume 
that the Captain’s ball would be a long one. 
With the utmost coolness Mr Blackwell played a 
beautiful straight shot right into the midst of the 
caddies. For a second or two there was an excited 
commotion among the caddies, but David Herd 
secured possession of the ball by throwing himself 
on the top of it and preventing it passing him. The 
Captain was heartily cheered for playing so good 
a shot, and the air also resounded with the boom 
of the little cannon to announce the competition 
had commenced. On returning the ball to the 
captain, David Herd received the customary 
Treasury note. Herd, by the way, is one of the few 
old-style caddies left, and this is the second year in 
succession that he has had the luck, and it might 
be added, the skill, to retrieve the Captain’s ball. 

The paper then gave a report on the play but Ted 
‘did not have a very good outward half’. He took 
40 strokes over the first nine holes, three-putting 
the Fifth for a six. Things improved on the way in, 
although at the Fourteenth he was in the rough off 
the tee. He came home in 37. The paper added ‘The 
Hon Denys Scott, the Captain’s partner, had too 
much bunker trouble and made no return’.

Ted took his place as chairman at the annual 
dinner that night and the next evening escorted 
Mrs Blackwell to the R&A’s Annual Ball at the 
City Chambers. The St Andrews Citizen listed 
those attending and gave a full account of the 
proceedings.

 Ted’s brother James had been educated at Clifton 
Bank School, St Andrews, and then Cheltenham 
College. He was sent first to India as a planter and 
then to California, where Ted joined him. James 
then went to Africa to assume a post administering 
native affairs. He took part in the Matabele Wars 
and had a distinguished military career. Returning 
to St Andrews, he became Links Curator. He died in 
July, 1937 at 3 Gillespie Terrace and the bottom of 
his grave was lined with turf from the Old Course. 

Ernley became Captain of the R&A in 1933, as 
Sir Ernley Robertson Hay Blackwell KCB, William 
Sutherland receiving a sovereign for retrieving his 
ball at the drive-in. Like his father, he was a member 
of the Honourable East India Company and was 
Legal Assistant Under Secretary to the Home Office 
from 1913 to 1933. According to the St Andrews 
Citizen he was ‘one of the greatest authorities in the 
country on the criminal mind’. He had been called 
to the Bar Inner Temple in 1892. He died in 1942 at 
Radlett in Hertfordshire. At the funeral, attended 
by his brother and other past captains, Willie 
Auchterlonie, the R&A’s Honorary Professional, 
carried the Club’s insignia. 

The fourth brother, Walter, won five R&A medals 
between 1896 and 1926.

During the year of his captaincy Ted returned 
south and his new address was Hillhampton, 
Sunningdale. Not only did he join this club, where 

Ernley at the driving-in ceremony as 
Captain of the R&A in 1933
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he had a hole in one at the Thirteenth, but also 
Woking. By 1935 these two were the only ones listed 
as his clubs in The Golfer’s Handbook. He was still an 
honorary member of Walton Heath, though. His 
brother Ernley also held that distinction, but in 1938 
seems to have reverted to paying a subscription. 

Although he was no longer resident on 
Worcestershire, one would like to think that Ted still 
followed the county’s fortunes, for the last three 
years of the 1920s and the entire 1930s were the finest 
years in the County Union’s history. Between 1931 
and 1939, Worcestershire won the English County 
Championship three times, equalling the record set 
by Surrey and Lancashire, were second twice and 
third in 1932; they also had finished second in 1927, 
the second year of the Championship. Who can 
tell what might have been the result if the English 
Golf Union had been formed when Laidlaw Purves 
first suggested it 30 years previously? Surely with 
players of the calibre of Ted Blackwell and Frank 
Woolley in the team, Worcestershire would have 
been a very strong chance of victory.

The County’s key players also figured 
prominently in national events. Did Ted witness 
young Eric Fiddian win the Boy’s Championship at 
Royal Burgess in 1927 or his encounter with Bobby 
Jones in the Amateur at St Andrews in 1930 when 
the American completed the first leg of his ‘Grand 
Slam’? Was he among the spectators when Dr 
Tweddell won at Hoylake in 1927 or when he just 
failed to beat Lawson Little in an epic final at Royal 
Lytham? And was he pleased to note the victories 
Eric and Stanley Lunt achieved in the English 
Amateur in that historic decade?

In 1937 Ted’s first wife, Ruby, died at Hillhampton 
and in 1938 Ted returned to St Andrews, married 
his brother James’s widow, Leonora, in April and 
moved into 3, Gillespie Terrace. His brother Walter 
was the best man and Ted took his new bride off to 
Gleneagles Hotel for the first stage of a honeymoon 
touring the highlands. His nieces, Lorna and Roma 
both married in 1941, a third sister marrying a year 
later. Ted and Ernley do not appear to have had 
children.

Ted Blackwell died on the 22nd of June, 1945. 
he had suffered from arteriosclerosis and had 
had heart problems for two years. His death was 
reported by H Ogilvy Wetherburn and Sylvia 
Twergle, ‘an intimate friend’. The death certificate 
records his occupation as ‘agriculturalist – retired’. 
He was buried in the Eastern Cemetery, St Andrews 

and the cortege from the Episcopal Church was 
accompanied by the historic collection of golf 
balls and the crossed clubs, carried by officials of 
the Club and Willie Auchterlonie. The service was 
conducted at the graveside. 

100 years after Ted’s record drive on the Old 
Course, even with the advantages of modern 
technology, the best players in the world are 
still driving to match Ted’s length. Some have 
occasionally exceeded it. But do they play with 
the same joie de vivre Ted Blackwell brought to 
the game? Do they enjoy the camaraderie the 
gentleman farmer enjoyed with his fellow amateurs 
at their annual get-together at the Championship 
before they cross to the professional ranks; and do 
they put something back into the game that has 
given them so much, as Ted Blackwell did? I think 
we all know the answer. 

Thanks are due to Ray Baldwin, Iain 
Cumming, Alan Jackson,  Bob MacAlindin, 

John Pearson and Philip Truett for supplying 
information for this article. Thanks to Bob, 
Fife Council East Area Libraries produced 
the information about the later life of Ted 

Blackwell and  his brothers. The other sources 
are identified in the article. 

The centenary history of the Worcestershire 
Union of Golf Clubs is due to be published by 

Grant Books in November 2005.
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250 books, originally costing over £5000 but I am 
willing to negotiate a reduced price. Around 140 
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The American Invasion of Cromer in 1905 
or How the Curtis Cup Started 

The Ladies’ British Open Amateur Championship 
had been in existence for thirteen years, and 
although Americans had entered before, 1905 was 
the first year where an organised group came over to 
compete. Miss Frances Griscom from Philadelphia 
got together with some of the best American 
players of the day, including the current American 
Champion, Miss Georgianna Bishop and two sisters 
from Boston, Harriott and Margaret  Curtis. The 
Curtis sisters were the youngest of a well-to-do 

New England family. Their father had fought in 
the Civil War, and had built a summer house in 
Manchester, Mass. close to the Essex Country club. 
A cousin, Lawrence Curtis, who was to become one 
of the founders and the second President of the 
USGA, sent the two young sisters a copy of Horace 
Hutchinson’s book Golf and suggested that they 
should take up this ideal sport for girls. 

The Curtis family became charter members 
of the Essex Country Club, and Margaret Curtis 
reached the final of her club championship at the 
age of twelve. The following year, 1897, at the age of 

Group of American women at Cromer 1905.   Rear, L to R:  Ethel Burnett, Frances Griscom, Harriott Curtis, Emily 
Lockwood.  Middle (seated) L to R:  Georgianna Bishop, Mrs Samuel Bettle, Margaret Curtis.  Front: Molly Adams 

(Photograph courtesy of USGA)
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thirteen, she competed in USGA Womens’ Amateur, 
and qualified fourth, but lost in the first round  to 
three times champion Beatrix Hoyt.

The sisters continued to play golf in New 
England and Florida and were delighted to join Miss 
Griscom’s touring party in 1905. Travel took time 
and events, such as golf tournaments, proceeded 
at a leisurely pace.  The American party arrived by 
ship and then used train and horse-drawn carriage 
to get to Cromer on the east coast of England.  They 
arrived with days to spare, and, after dusting off 
their clubs, as they had just left winter-time in the 
United States, they quickly made friends with the 
‘natives’.

In those days the Home Internationals were held 
in the week before the Championship. A British 
friend suggested that that their American guests 
might play a ‘combined strength team’. Margaret 
Curtis said of the invitation: ‘We were just eight 
friends, but in a gay and hopeless mood we took 
them on.’ They were up against a team made up of 
British, Irish and Scottish champions, headed by 
the 1904 British Champion, Miss Lottie Dod, and 
tailed by 1903 Scottish Champion Alexa Glover and 
Dorothy Campbell. The American Champion, Miss 
Bishop, beat Miss Dod on the 19th, and was the only 
American winner. 

Unfortunately for the Curtis sisters, they met in 
the third round of the Championship, when Miss 
Margaret beat Miss Harriott by 3 and 2. Margaret 
went on to lose at the Nineteenth in the fifth round 
to the eventual winner, Bertha Thompson.

Summarising the week, Golf Illustrated said, 
‘The play of the Americans was much stronger 
than had been expected….  They won the golden 
opinion from everyone for their splendid “grit” 
and sporting spirit, accepting defeat as cheerily as 
victory. “Real Good Sorts” was the general verdict.’

Friendships were made in 1905 that carried 
on for years to come.  Harriott and Margaret had 
successes back home, and shared four American 
Championships between them. British Champions 
Rhona Adair, Lottie Dodd and Dorothy Campbell 
travelled to the USA. Indeed Miss Campbell 
married and settled in America, winning many 
more championships as Mrs Hurd.

World War I intervened, and golf clubs were 
put away. Miss Margaret devoted her life to social 
welfare, and joined the Red Cross in Paris. The 
French awarded her the Medaille de Guerre for her 
benevolent work, and she carried on organising 

relief work in Europe into the 1920s.  Miss Harriott 
was also a social worker and civic volunteer, 
working closer to home in Boston.

By 1924, they were back playing golf, and 
at an inter-city match (Boston v New York v 
Philadelphia) the players started reminiscing about 
the old days… ‘What fun it would be to play some 
International Team matches!’  Mrs Hurd was going 
to England that summer, and said she would take it 
up with the Ladies Golf Union.  The Union replied 
that, while they liked the idea, its treasury was too 
depleted, as a result of war, to consider it.

However the seed was sown.
In 1927 the Curtis sisters offered a trophy for 

competition, but there were still problems of 
finance.  There were two stumbling blocks:  
1. although the LGU would welcome visitors, 

they did not have the funds to send touring 
teams to other countries,  and 

2. amateur  status was very strict, with players 
expected  to pay their own expenses.   

It wasn’t until 1931 that these problems were 
resolved.  The USGA and LGU agreed to assume 
financial responsibility for their sides and the first 
Curtis Cup match was held at Wentworth in 1932.

Apart from 1936, when there was a draw 
at Gleneagles, the Americans won the first few  
matches.  In 1948, when the US players were 
assembling before the Atlantic crossing, a dinner 
was held to wish them bon voyage. Margaret Curtis 
was present. She spoke of friendship and goodwill, 
and then startled everyone by announcing that she 
hoped THEY (Great Britain and Ireland) would 
win. Once the assembled company had got over the 
shock, they understood what she meant…. 

The inscription on the Cup reads: ‘to stimulate 
friendly rivalry among the women golfers of many 
lands.’  It is the friendliness of the Curtis Cup that 
makes it so special. May these matches continue to 
show other sports what sportsmanship is all about.

Miss Margaret Curtis playing at Cromer 
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Golf and Golfers of the Old School
In this article by Revd Dr JG MacPherson, which first appeared in Golf Illustrated in 1900, he 

recalls a famous character from Perth who had just died, Bob Andrews – otherwise known as
The Rook

LAST WEEK DIED AT PERTH, of acute 
pneumonia, Bob Andrews, one of the 
prettiest of golfers and most sterling of 

men. He reached the age of 64. For years he has 
not frequented the links very much, except to hold 
the flag at the last hole at the finish of a match. But 
he was very successful in a dairy. He had been 
suffering from a chest complaint, which accelerated 
his death. 

I knew Bob Andrews well in the Sixties. He 
went under the sobriquet of The Rook. From a boy 
he had an innate love for golf, and the cleek was his 
favourite all along. I never saw one play the long 
skimming cleek approach equal to him. That was 
partly because at many of the approaches on the 
Perth links there were no undulations, no bunkers 
to dread and avoid. He knew just how much to 
put into it at any approach distance, and with the 
cleek he was simply perfect. He had the sweetest 
style of any man I ever saw; not so commanding 
in its beauty as Captain Stewart’s or Davie Strath’s 
yet even more graceful in simple dignity than 
Allan’s himself. He had a midspoon with which he 
wrought wonders. It had a face into which a piece 
of wood had been inserted instead of leather to 
fill up the cavity worn out in the centre by correct 
hitting. Within the distance of that club Bob was all-
powerful when not pressed too much. For I must 
confess that Bob’s only defect – and that scarcely 
noticeable  – of course beyond his control, was his 
want of ‘birr’ or determined confidence. But he 
was ever of a retiring disposition; he was not of the 
‘blawin’ order at all. 

While yet in his teens he was a ‘laddie’ to Mr 
James Condie, solicitor, Perth. While with Mr 
Condie, Bob continued to improve greatly in play, 
for his master was one of the toughest of players 
himself and liked to encourage talent. Often would 
Mr Condie recognise Bob’s power by assuming him 
as a partner in a foursome. What golfer is inclined to 
do that with his valet now?

Mr Condie’s son-in-law, Colonel Boothby (then 
Captain of the 79th Highlanders), took Bob with 

him on many golfing excursions. And Bob never 
was intrusive; he knew his place. He was to the 
end and ever most respectable in his language and 
in his comments on his patrons and professional 
opponents. His early training made him, lawyer-
like, always weigh well his words. The consequence 
was that on all occasions when he chose to speak he 
was listened to with respect. He showed respect and 
he got it unasked.

The Major, as Colonel Boothby is best known to 
golfers, took Bob to St Andrews in 1859 to compete 
for the Professional Medal open to all comers, 
and Bob won it. He ran close for the Champion 
Belt on several occasions; but somehow he never 
succeeded in being above third place. But in the 
Open Tournament in Perth in 1866, Bob showed 
that he was master of his own green. There were 

Bob Andrews (The Rook)
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some very strong professionals present – Andrew 
Strath (Open Champion), Willie Dow, Bob Kirk, 
Watty McDonald, Tom Morris, sen., Tom Morris jr., 
and Willie Park. Bob was trained up to the mark by 
Mr James Condie’s son, Mr George Condie, one of 
the most powerful drivers of his day – a gentleman 
of fine physique and great nerve. I happened to 
be third in that tourney, and I shall always hold 
it as a high honour to have been described by 
Bob as a ‘braw player’. That was his superlative 
compliment. I am indebted to Mr Baxter’s Golf in 
Perth and Perthshire for the following incident in 
connection with that tournament, in which Bob 
was first and Strath second: ‘At the supper in the 
Royal George Hotel, Tom Morris remarked that he 
would take one present and play any other two in 
the company for a ten-pound note. Willie Park said 
he would take Gordon McPherson and meet him 
and his choice. But Tom replied that McPherson 
was to be his partner. Bob Andrews and Andrew 
Strath then accepted the challenge, and the match 
took place on the following day. The play was 
exceptionally good on both sides, and Tom and 
Gordon McPherson were one hole up and two to 
play on the two rounds. The next hole was halved 
– dormy one.’ Then follows a well-known statement 
as to the halving of the match, which need not again 
be repeated. But afterwards Bob Andrews and 
Strath beat Tom Morris and Bob Kirk at Perth by no 
less than six up and four to play. 

In 1864 Andrews and Strath were admitted on all 
hands to have undertaken a heavy job in opposing 
the champions, Tom Morris and Willie Park, yet 
Bob and his partner came off victorious by a hole. 

Several excellent matches were played by Mr 
George Condie and Bob against Major Boothby 
and Old Tom. In 1866 on Perth Links the former 
won by no less than eleven holes. But afterwards 
the matches became more even, especially at St 
Andrews. It was in 1866 that Bob became made his 
record of Perth Links, having no fewer than ten 4s 
in succession.

During one of his earlier struggles for the 
Champion Belt at Prestwick, while playing against 
Tom Morris, Bob Andrews holed out in two by a 
fortunate rub of the green. He got well away from 
the tee, the ball alighted on a gentleman’s tile hat, 
and rebounded off it to within six inches of the hole. 
Bob never ceased to wonder how he performed ‘the 
hat trick’.

But it was while in the service of Mr George 
Condie that Bob performed a remarkable feat. Of 
course boys practised all sorts of accurate aiming in 
the drive. The ball would be placed on top of a stick, 
or on a projecting sprig of whin, and by practice the 
ball could be accurately driven. Mathie Alexander, 
brother of Wattie, brother-in-law of Allan, would 
tell us boys how he used to play a ball successfully 
off the face of a watch. But we hardly believed 
him. Here, however, Mr Baxter puts on record Bob 
Andrews’ successful performance of the feat. Mr 
Condie had a company at dinner. Conversation 
turned on accuracy in driving. Some of them were 
rather sceptical of Mr Condie trusting his gold watch 
to the tender mercies of a golf club. Andrews was 
called in and asked if he would attempt the thing. 
On his consenting the company at once marched to 
the North Inch. The watch was laid on the teeing 
ground. On its face was formed the usual sand tee, 
on which the ball was carefully placed. ‘Bob drove 
off with so powerful a stroke that the ball landed 
within ten yards of the first hole’, and the watch 
was uninjured. I could believe this of ‘The Rook’ for 
no one had a sweeter and more accurate swing. In 
fact he always strove to be accurate. He had no dash 
– recklessness was foreign to his nature, yet it was 
the want of some of the ‘pull-devil’ play that made 
him rise to his first honours.

Our readers may remember that Bob is one 
of the caddies in the illustration of the greatest 
unplayed golf match. In my first criticism of this in 
the Scots’ Observer, a dozen years ago, I mentioned 
that with Allan Robertson, Willie Dunn, Bob Kirk, 
and Jamie Wilson, Bob Andrews was among those 
in the group who had been bunkered for ever on 
earth. Yet some years afterwards, I was astonished 
to find on the North Inch, Perth, with no others 
near, the veritable Bob welcoming me, as of old. 
I muttered in a strange way: ‘I thought you were  
– you were in England for a time.’ ‘I was away for 
a time’ he replied; ‘but I am now doing well here.’ 
‘Ma conscience!’ what a fright I got. Yet I was so 
glad that Bob was still to the fore. 

Now the fine golfer and true gentleman has 
gone from the earthly Elysian fields. Faithful was 
he to duty; honoured was he by all who knew him; 
and no amateur or professional of the Old School 
will say ought but in praise of the neatest player 
who ever handled a club. 
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John 

With reference to David Stott’s article about Harry 
Vardon in the March TTG, members   may be 
interested in an item in our  Mullock/Madeley 
football auction in April 2005.  This was a small 
replica of the very first Vardon Trophy referred 
to in David’s article, as being on display in South 
Herts. It was given to the very first winner of 
the Trophy in 1927, who was none other than 
the famous Sunderland, Arsenal and England 
footballer, Charles Buchan – familiar to thousands 
of boys of our generation through Charles Buchan’s 
Football Monthly magazine.  

The trophy was engraved South Herts Golf 
Club - Open Meeting - 1927 – Harry Vardon Cup 
– 1st prize – won by C.M. Buchan. The removable 
silver lid was fitted with silver hallmarked figure 
of Harry Vardon taken from the famous Beldam 
image; the whole was mounted on circular dark 
stained plinth. Overall height 10.5cm. This was 
the first year that the trophy was played for and to 
commemorate the inaugural event the club made 
this one-off silver replica, which was awarded 
outright to the winner.  And what a wonderful 
combination - two great names and modern 
day heroes in sport  – Vardon and Buchan. This 
remarkable trophy is a complete one off.

      John Mullock
 

Dear John

Gillian Kirkwood’s piece on LGU handicapping 
in the December TTG mentions the enormous 
differentials in the ladies’ par of courses in 
the 1890s. A range of 60 to 104 was quoted, 

with Hoylake given as 66. In case there is a 
misunderstanding, this would not be the ladies’ 
par for the links over which President’s Day is 
played! It would have been the par of the Hoylake 
Ladies’ Golf Club, long since wound up and now 
the site of a local authority-owned course. 

Ladies’ tees were only introduced at Hoylake in 
1958 and presumably, such ladies’ events that were 
held earlier were played off the forward men’s 
tees. 

That marvellous golfer and great character, 
Enid Wilson, won the Cheshire Ladies’ 
Championship at Hoylake in 1933. When she was 
here for the Curtis Cup in 1992 she said that she 
won it because she was the only player who could 
reach the fairways off the tees!

    Sincerely,
    Anthony Shone

Help Needed

Dear Editor,

‘No snugger, cosier, more delightful links can be 
found anywhere, for pure, unalloyed enjoyment of 
a summers days play [than] Archerfield...’

This was how the Reverend John Kerr described 
Archerfield Golf Club in his definitive work The 
Golf Book of East Lothian in 1896.

Just over a century later the Club has been 
reborn in phoenix-like style with two eighteen holes 
courses, the Fidra and the Archerfield. Situated 
between the eighth hole at Muirfield and the Ninth 
at North Berwick, it opens the first week in June 
and should prove an excellent addition to the golf 
courses of East Lothian.

With that in mind I have been invited by the 
Club to write its history and by way of an appeal, 
I would ask any member who might have any 
information or memorabilia concerning this 
historic golf club to contact me.

    Regards,
    Dale Concannon
    Tel: 07980 500753
   daleconcannon@hotmail.com
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Dear John,

I confirm our conversation at the Society Annual 
Dinner that I am in the process of pulling together 
a new history of Royal Liverpool – the first since 
Guy Farrar’s famous account in 1933. Although 
our records are good in the latter half of the Nine-
teenth Century, and the Twentieth, we have gaps 
in the account of our formative years. We would be 
very grateful if any of our members could bring to 
our attention, any information or pictures of golf at 
Hoylake between 1860 and 1890. 
       
   Yours sincerely, 
   Joe Pinnigton
   0151 342 7773

then forward to the local council authority.

Christoph Meister
00 49 40 4228731

CNMeister@t-online.de

Dear John,

The photograph overleaf can be found in EJ 
Davies and GW Brown’s The Royal North Devon 
Golf Club, 1864-1989, 1989 on page 66 and it is also 
reproduced in David Stirk’s book, Golf History and 
Tradition, 1500 – 1943, 1998 on page 217. Neither 
book gives a clear attribution of the source of this 
particular photograph. 

Two questions arise at this point. First, 
where can the original negative or print of this 
photograph be found? And secondly, the authors 
identify the front three professional golfers, 
reclining in the foreground, as Young Tom Morris, 
Bob Kirk and Johnnie Allan, but who are the other 
24 unidentified individuals? I have been unable to 
find any leads on how to answer the first question. 

But some help is available for answering the 
second question. The Field magazine published a 
report on this meeting and mentioned nineteen 
players who attended. However, it also pointed out 
that 36 golfers played during the week. The Field 
mentions the following players at that meeting – to 
which I have added a few snippets of information, 
when available, about those individuals:

Buskin, Henry Mason P (1837?- ?). Member 
Blackheath GC. Joined RND GC 1869. Member 
Corn Exchange, London
Carnegie, Charles (Hon) MP (1833-1906). Member 
R&A
Dennistoun, Alexander (1821-1895). Member 
RND GC. ‘Bearded giant’, timber merchant, 
‘father of Canadian golf’
Dun, John (1834-1909). Founder member Royal 
Liverpool, ‘medal holder of Hoylake’, Manager 
Parr’s Bank, Warrington
Fletcher, ‘Dr’ John Shepherd (1823?- ?). MD 
St Andrews, Member RND GC, Cambridge 
graduate, medical student in London 
Fordyce, Alexander Dingwall (18?-?). ‘Captain’, 
72nd Highlanders, served India, member RND and 
Aberdeen GCs
Gosset, George Jnr (1847-1931). Captain RND 
GC. Eldest son of founder of RND, Cambridge 
graduate, medical student, London
Hay, James G Baird (1826-1913). ‘Captain’, 92nd 
Highlanders, brother of Sir Robert, member R&A 
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Dear John

It was nice meeting you at the President’s Day, and 
I confirm the details below of my involvement in 
trying to identify inter-war memorabilia associated 
with the resort of Brioni.

Brioni is a small archipelago in the Northern 
Adriatic where the restful pleasures of local food 
and wine have been appreciated since Roman 
times. The modern development of the island as 
a fashionable resort started in the 1890s and a golf 
course was constructed in 1922. The German Emil 
Dürk and the Swiss, Olgiatti were early teaching 
professionals. Tom Simpson oversaw an important 
redesign of the course in 1932/33, giving it a 
respectable length of 6260 yards with a scratch 
score of 75.

Golf meetings became less frequent towards 
the end of the 1930s, as war approached, and golf 
had ceased entirely by 1945. Post-war, the island 
became the private residence of Marshall Tito 
and no golf was played until 1992, twelve years 
after his death. Initial restoration of the course 
consisted of refilling the bunkers with sand, and 
the reconstruction of the original sand greens. 
Future developments include the construction 
of an eighteen-hole resort course to modern 
specifications, retaining a few original sand greens 
for historical interest.

The local council authority is looking for 
memorabilia associated with the inter-war course, 
and is seeking help from any BGCS members who 
may have relevant information. I would be grateful 
if members could send me details, which I will 
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and London Scottish GCs. Landowner
Hay, Robert (Sir) (1825-1885). Member RND GC, 
Captain of R&A 1870. Brother of James G Baird
Houldsworth, William Henry (1834-1917). 
Educated St Andrews. Manchester cotton trader, 
member RND and Manchester GCs
Hughes, George E (1821-1872). Educated Rugby 
& Oxford. Brother  of Tom Hughes. Member 
Blackheath, Pau and RND GCs. Barrister
Hutchinson, Frederick James Taggart (1810-1900). 
‘Colonel’, army (ret).  Uncle of Horace Hutchinson, 
Member Pau and RND GCs. Resident Northam
Kennard, Edmund Hegan (1835-1912). Colonel’ 8th 
Hussars (ret). ‘Of Hoylake.’ Member Blackheath, 
RND GCs 
Lamb, Henry Alexander (1844-1893). Born 
Scotland, member R&A, London Scottish. London 
wine merchant
Molesworth, George Mills Frederick (1825-1913). 
‘Ex-Captain, army (ret), known as ‘Mole’. Founder 
member RND. Northam developer
Smith, Stephen (18?-?). Lived Blackheath. Member 
Blackheath, RND GCs 
Wallace, James (18?-?). Lt, 72nd Highlanders. 
Member R&A 
Wilmot, G (sic) Paul (1811-?). Barrister, (ret). 
Resident, Northam. Founder member, RND GC
Wynard, William (1817-?). Bengal civil servant 
(ret). Member, Blackheath GC

Obviously, those playing in this meeting at 
Westward Ho! may also appear in the photograph, 
but there is no guarantee that all the individuals 
were playing. For example, the character standing 

off on the right of the group seems to be asserting 
his separation from the group. Who is he?

I have identified numerically, the figures on the 
photograph, as above, from which we can only 
identify 19, 23 and 26 as Johnnie Allan, Bob Kirk 
and Young Tom Morris.

I am most interested in using this photograph 
in a book I am preparing on the development of 
golf in England between 1864 and 1887. I would be 
most grateful if any of our members could provide 
details on the source of the photograph, or about 
the identity of any of the individuals in the picture.  
 

    Yours sincerely
    Donald Cameron
    01223 357404
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Auction News

Kevin McGimpsey at Bonhams tells me of an 
extremely rare 64-page book with the rather 
uninspiring title Letters on Golf by a Parish 
Minister, which was published in 1889 and is due 
to be sold in their golf sale at Chester on the 6th of 
July.  ‘It actually looks more like a child’s exercise 
book’ he said, ‘because it only measures six by four 
inches and its covers are just made from cardboard’.  
Its printed inscription reads ‘To the members of 
the Moray Golf Club, in hope of many pleasant 
matches to come; and to the Members of the Buckie 
Golf Club, in kindly recollection of many pleasant 
matches are past’.  Kevin only knows of one other 
such book coming to auction within the last twenty 
years, hence the Bonhams estimate of £5,000-7,500.   

Bonhams will also have a Ryder Cup section 
and its star lot will be an important 1933 Ryder Cup 
programme containing over 60 different autographs 
including Bobby Jones, Ben Hogan, Sam Snead, 
Walter Hagen, Gene Sarazen, JH Taylor, Abe 
Mitchell and even Samuel Ryder who has signed 
his photograph.  Estimate value is £2,500-4,000. 

The auction has a small section devoted to 
Arthur d’Arcy (Bobby) Locke to include a set  of 
Bobby Locke irons and two wedges, all with extra 
long thick grips and lead weighted flanges; Locke 
must have had huge hands. This lot has an estimate 
of £700-1200. Also a Bobby Locke ‘magic’ putter that 
was made for Locke as a spare.  Estimate £350-600.  

Finally amongst the hundreds of clubs, balls 
and other golfing memorabilia is this little gem.  It 
doesn’t look much does it but it is in fact one of if not 
the earliest known Open programmes. It belonged to 
Sandy Herd winner of the 1902 Open Championship.

It is described in the Bonhams catalogue as 
being ‘a 1921 Open Golf Championship Order 
of Play, for Friday 24 June at St Andrews, 
with a crossed Union Flag and Stars and 
Stripes on the front cover, measuring 17 x 
11 cm., 32 pages in overall good condition.’  

Bonhams believe that this Open Golf 
Championship Order of Play document is in 
fact an official Open Championship programme, 
due to the similarity of the graphics to those 
of other official events in the 1920s; as such 
it is extremely rare. Estimate is £3,000-5,000.

Lyon and Turnbull are enthusiastic about their 
sale on Monday, 12th of July, with over 500 lots, 
including several that a former BGCS captain might 
describe as being in the ‘First Division’.

Star lot is perhaps a feather ball inscribed as 
having been made in the late Eighteenth Century 
in the family of Allan Robertson. Estimated at 
a modest £15,000–20,000. Also a rare Faroid 75 
rubber-core at £2500-3000. 

Darwin’s Golf Courses of the British Isles in a 
rare dust jacket, is estimated at £3000-5000, with 
some other classic volumes by Robb, Thomas, 
Hopkinson, Kerr, Ronalds, Potter, Simpson, Lee, 
Hutchinson. Murdoch, Tulloch, Wodehouse, 
Hunter, Tillinghast, Clark and Longhurst. Also a 
large number of club histories.

Ceramics include a pair of Dickens Ware vases 
at £600-800, and a Lenox tobacco humidor at £3000-
4000. 

They have a nice Johnnie Allan long-nose 
putter estimated at £1800-2200, and an AW Frier of 
Edinburgh play club at £700-1000 .

Rachel Doerr tells me that the sale will be fully 
illustrated on L&T’s website www.lyonandturnbull.co, 
and that the usual illustrated catalogue is available 
from her on 0131 557 8844.
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Traditions and Change
by
Donald Steel and Peter Lewis

Grant Books has just published Traditions and 
Change, the final volume of the trilogy celebrating 
250 years‘ history at the Royal and Ancient Golf 
Club of St Andrews. Following on from Challenges 
and Champions and Champions and Guardians, this 
volume charts the history of the Club since 1939. 

The broad theme is the increasing involvement 
of the Club in the world-wide regulation and 
development of the game. There is a lot of detail 
here, much of it culled from extensive club archives 
– presented more or less chronologically in parallel 
accounts of distinguished members, and their 
contributions; maintenance and development of 
the St Andrews  courses  in conjunction with the 
Links Trust; the changing structure of the Club 
committees and secretariat; the management of 
the major championships; and playing strength 
and competition winners. Perhaps most important 
are the strenuous  efforts, in conjunction with 
the USGA, to agree and present a uniform set of 
rules and regulations governing the game. The 
account is interesting and involving because it 
covers events and personalities well within living 
memory.  We have the backgrounds to such ground-
breaking changes as the abolition of the stymie in 
1947 and the adoption of the uniform 1.68” ball 
at the beginning of the 1980s. Also, the birth and 
development of the British Golf Museum, which 
opened its doors in 1990. 

Perhaps most interesting is the way in which the 
Open Championship has been built and developed 
to its present position as a major sporting event on 
the world stage, whose revenues from TV coverage, 
entrance monies and licencing have been used to 
develop so much that is good for the game. 

The book is beautifully designed and produced, 
as befitting the foremost club in the world. It has 
a heavy input from BGCS members: Peter Lewis 
as joint author (with Donald Steel); Bob Grant 
as Project Manager and Publisher; others are 
acknowledged as special advisers and as providers 
of illustrations and photographs. There are some 
nice  pictures of our President, John Beharrell, when 
winning the Amateur Championship of 1956. 

The trade edition is available from Grant 
Books, The R & A, and ‘all good bookshops’ at £50 
plus p&p. Perhaps, even more attractive to many 
members  is the St Andrews Edition, at £175, with 
even more lavish full morocco  binding, and signed 
(lithogrammed) by the current R&A Captain, HRH 
The Duke of York. 

Paper is silky smooth, with generous   margins 
to the pages allowing flexible positioning of 
pictures. Photographs are black and white, sepia 
and colour – as contemporaneously appropriate 
– with occasional period interest provided from 
illustrations of ephemera and memorabilia. 

An important volume.  

   Review by John Pearson

Joyce Wethered – The Great Lady of Golf
by
Basil Tinkler

As one grows older we tend to view with some 
scepticism the claims of modern golf commentators 
and the media that today’s golfers are the best that 
have ever been. They examine the statistics of a 
golfer’s career earnings and the number of major 
titles that they have won. The simple truth is that 
any sportsman or sportswoman can only be the 
best in their era as prize money and the number 
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of tournaments have risen way beyond anything 
considered possible in the early years. Not to 
mention the changes in equipment design. So to 
make comparisons between players in different 
eras on statistical evidence alone is invidious. On 
the other hand, many names have achieved almost 
legendary status in the game and amongst these 
is Joyce Wethered, who later became Joyce, Lady 
Heathcote-Amory. She was in Bobby Jones’s words  
‘the best golfer in the world’. She possessed a swing 
that was considered to be the best and most stylish. 
Even to a septuagenarian, like the writer, we may 
know her name and her reputation and may have 
read her book Golfing Memories & Methods and Golf 
from Two Sides, which she co-authored with brother 
Roger. We may also have been lucky enough to see 
some early newsreel film of her in action, but that is 
probably the extent of our knowledge. 

It was therefore a pleasant surprise when 
visiting London recently to find at SportsPages 
the first biography of Joyce Wethered entitled Joyce 
Wethered - The Great Lady of Golf by Basil Ashton 
Tinkler and published by Tempus Publishing in 
large paperback format priced £16.99.  The author 
has a pleasant style of writing as he traces Joyce’s 
golfing career and subsequent great involvement 
in gardening. She and her brother Roger, the great 
amateur golfer, who was runner- up in the Open 
Championship of 1921, British Amateur Champion 
in 1923 and a Walker Cup player and Captain, 
learned their golf on early family holidays at 
Dornoch. Her father was Herbert Newton Wethered, 
the noted golf course architect and author of The 
Perfect Golfer and co-author with Tom Simpson 
of The Architectural Side of Golf. Joyce Wethered 
won the British Ladies’ Championship four times 
between 1922 and 1929, was the English Ladies’ 
Closed Championship five times and eight times 
winner of the Worplesden Foursomes with seven 
different partners. She had a shy almost diffident 
nature that disguised a steely competitiveness. Her 
battles with Cecil Leitch and Glenna Collett are 
well documented elsewhere but the author draws 
on contemporary press and newspaper reports, as 
well as from Joyce Wethered’s writings, to paint a 
vivid picture of these memorable encounters. In 
1935, she undertook an exhibition golfing tour to 
the USA where she played with Bobby Jones, Gene 
Sarazen, Francis Ouimet, Jesse Sweetser, Walter 
Hagen and many others. The results of all of the 

matches she played are included in an appendix. In 
1937, she married Sir John Heathcote-Amory and 
became Joyce, Lady Heathcote-Amory and went to 
live at Knightshayes Court, now a National Trust 
property, for the rest of her life. There she became a 
noted and well-respected gardener passing away at 
the great age of 96 on 18th November 1997.

If I were to be a little critical of this biography, 
I feel Joyce Wethered deserved more than a paper 
back presentation and the author continually refers 
to Richard Oppenheimer rather than Raymond 
Oppenheimer. There are also one or two minor 
errors of fact but overall I am delighted that Basil 
Ashton Tinkler has produced a very interesting and 
entertaining account of this peerless golfer. 

   Review by Dick Durran

Spitfire on the Fairway
by
Dale Concannon

Many club histories skirt over the periods of 
the two world wars, noting little beyond falling 
membership, cash shortages, cancellation of 
competitions and occasional exhibition matches. 
So BGCS member Dale Concannon’s  new book  
Spitfire on the Fairway fills a gap with some familiar 
and some not-so-familiar accounts of golf during 
wartime. 

In addition to the two world wars, Concannon 
also covers the Boer War, the ‘War of the Sexes’ 
(including the suffragette movement), Korea, Viet 
Nam and right up-to-date with Afghanistam and 
Iraq. He commendably sustains continuity in the 
narrative by frequent reference to contemporary 
political events and social trends. The book is 
illustrated with many unfamiliar photographs from 
both his own and other archives, printed along with 
the text on standard paper. 

There are many entertaining accounts of golf 
under wartime adversity: the tale of Pat Ward-
Thomas playing golf on a home-made course, 
with home-made clubs and balls in Stalag Luft 
III for instance. And the nice opening anecdote 
about Walker Cup star Laddie Lucas overshooting 
the ninth fairway at his home links at Prince’s, 
Sandwich, in an emergency landing of his Spitfire 
during the Battle of Britain. The book is published 
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by Aurum  in small format, and is neatly designed  
and produced. This is an unusual  account of 
a neglected area of golf history, available from 
the major chains and specialists at a modest 
recommended price of £12.99. 

Distinctive and recommended. 

   Review by Niblick

Golf’s Finest Hour
by
Philip Young

Golf’s Finest Hour is the (perhaps) slightly over-
grand title to a recent book by Philip Young on 
the 2002 US Open at Bethpage Park, New York. 
Members will recall that this was the public course 
designed by Albert Tillinghast and built near 
New York during the Depression as a job creation 
exercise. Recognising it as a potential championship 
course in the mid-90s, the USGA invested over $3 
million in bringing it up to championship standards. 
Architect Rees Jones (a Tillinghast fan) donated his 
services free; the city authorities, owners of the 
course, gave their enthusiastic support. The project 
team produced what some critics described as a 
monster; most authorities agree it is one of the great 
championship tests of the world. 

  Philip Young knows Bethpage Park Black layout 
well, as a regular player on this, the first public 
course to be given the accolade of hosting the US 
Open. He writes comprehensively about the events 
leading up to the event: the practical difficulties of 
achieving the consensus necessary for the choice of 
venue; the meticulous preparation of the course. 
And  then the initial reaction of regular users of the 
course, and of the competitors on encountering it 
for the first time in practice. The decision paid off in 
terms of huge crowds, many of them experiencing a 
major championship for the first time, and showing 
intense interest in how the finest players in the 
world tackled ‘the people’s course’. 

Philip Young attended the press briefings and 
interviewed a great number of the spectators 
and participants. Entire sections are devoted to 
verbatim comments about the event and course. 
In sometimes adverse conditions, only one golfer, 
Tiger Woods, had sufficient talent and courage to 
finish under the par score of 280, although Phil 
Mickelson and for long periods, Sergio Garcia and 

Nick Faldo, pushed him hard. Young describes the  
drama well, in a pacey, journalistic style. 

The publisher is Classics of Golf, recently sold 
on by the original owner, Bob Macdonald, to BGCS 
member Mike Beckerich. The book is available at 
(00 1 800) 483-6449 or www.classicsofgolf.com at an 
entirely reasonable price of US$26.95 plus p&p. 

The series has heretofore concentrated on 
reprinting classic titles, or occasional new 
anthologies of historic articles. This publication 
marks a departure along the path of original titles 
about contemporary events that the publisher 
believes will become future classics in their own 
right. It is an initiative we should encourage.  

   Review by Niblick

Rusty Staples 
by
Henri Jakubovicz

Over the more than several years that I have 
busied myself providing book reviews for this 
esteemed journal for the delectation of its readers, 
I occasionally have come across the unusual but 
seldom the unique book. I know that even though 
there are so many facets in the field of golf history 
and collecting golf memorabilia, I truly thought 
that most, if not all over the past 100 years, had 
been explored. If one considers golf book collecting, 
book collectors may choose to specialise in tomes 
on golf course architecture and design, biographies 
of famous players, golf fiction, club histories, 
championship and tournament histories, and I 
could go on. Yet the biggest modern day golf best 
sellers tend to be instructional books on how to play 
the game and more importantly, allegedly, how to 
improve your game. Usually these are by players 
who have achieved golfing fame by winning major 
tournaments, who wish to impart to the eager buyers 
the secret of their success and make a few bucks at 
the same time. It seems odd that shortly after one 
has purchased their book these same players have 
engaged at great expense a swing guru, to sort out 
their swing problems, who in their turn have burst 
into print. The names of ‘Butch’ Harmon, Dave 
Peltz, David Leadbetter and Harvey Penick jump to 
mind.  So if you want to make real money from golf 
writing, write a book on golf instruction. 

Of course, we real golf book collectors spurn 
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purchasing these books new, and once they 
are remaindered can buy these £20 plus books 
for next to nothing. So apart from a few classic 
books on instruction, especially those pre-1920, 
golf instruction books in any great number are 
seldom found within any respectable golf library. 
Wrong! Let me introduce you to someone who is 
passionate about golf instruction and who has a 
beautifully laid out library which contains not just 
books but pamphlets, records, and ephemera all on 
instruction. His name? Henri Jakubowicz, a BGCS 
member who lives in Paris and who over the last 
fifteen years has avariciously hunted down those 
too often ignored little gems of information on 
improving your game.

Henri, has decided to put into print the fruits 
of his labours by publishing Rusty Staples, a play 
in words on the condition in which many of these 
publications are found. I would stress that this is not 
a bibliography but catalogue of his collection. It is 
also worth pointing out that 101 of his titles are not 
to be found in the standard book of reference, Golf & 
the Printed Word 1566-1985 by Donovan & Murdoch, 
Fourteen of these are foreign language, fourteen 
were published after 1985 and fifteen are a series 
of four to twelve pamphlets. Ultimately there are 
58 titles in Rusty Staples which were omitted from 
D&M. Joe Murdoch and Dick Donovan deliberately 
chose not to list or classify these ephemeral items as 
books. Henri is brave enough to take issue with this 
view and in his introduction is prepared to justify 
his reasons. Each item in his catalogue includes a 
picture of the cover, and a full description including 
chapter headings, the measurements of the book, 
publishers details, year of issue, number of pages 
and original price where known. This is not a 
comprehensive listing of all known instructional 
pamphlets and hopefully in due course a popular 
second edition may be produced which is a true 
bibliography. But in the meantime this has added 
yet another brick in the wall of golf book collecting. 
Rusty Staples is due to be published by Rhod 
McEwan Publishing in June in a limited edition 
of only 72, in a full Harmaton leather binding with 
all edge gilding, a gold lettered title and in a cloth 
slipcase at £180. Its first point of sale will be Rhod 
McEwan’s stand in the Exhibition Tent at The Open 
at Troon.    

           Review by Dick Durran

Centenary Book of Machynlleth Golf Club 
2004
by
David Wyn Davis

Published last year and written by David 
Wyn Davis, a man so modest that there 
is no reference in the book to who he is!

Although golf had been played on Park 
Common, the home of this most natural of nine 
holes, since 1892, the Club was not formed for 
another twelve years when the intention, which 
never materialised, was to have a full course.

Its first President, Lord Vane-Tempest, was well 
connected in the game with the result that, over the 
next nine years, JH Taylor visited three times and Braid 
and Vardon once each, to play exhibition matches. 

The Second World War saw the Club closed and 
it was not until 1965 that it was resurrected when 176 
members joined. A quotation of £1,100 was accepted 
to put the course and clubhouse back in order – the 
latter had been used as a shelter for sheep! The 
freehold was purchased for £15,000 in 1984, since 
when, apart from the foot and mouth outbreak in 
2001 when it was obliged to close for three months, 
the Club has gone from strength to strength in 
terms of the number of members, the quality of 
the course and the very comfortable clubhouse. 

This hardback book runs to 76 pages, over 30 of 
which are black and white photographs. For those 
who know the area or have been fortunate enough 
(as the Society was in April) to play the course, this 
is a worthwhile read and can be obtained from the 
Club, (tel 01654 702000) price £15 plus p&p.

         Review by Peter Heath

San Gabriel Country Club
by
Digby Diehl

‘Not another club history’ says I, when asked by our 
esteemed Editor to review this centennial history of 
the San Gabriel Country Club, near Los Angeles. 
But this is more than a club history; interestingly it 
is the profile and account of a prestigious American 
country club.

Though the location of this club is clearly within 
the greater Los Angeles conurbation, the excellent 
photography throughout this book consistently 
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reminds us of its picturesque presence beneath the 
snow-capped San Gabriel Mountains. Founded 
in 1904, the Club benefited from the proximity to 
the Los Angeles electric railway network, and a 
property boom. The original site of the course is 
still used, making it the oldest course location in 
Los Angeles County. Two of the most influential 
of the early architects had British connections: the 
Lancastrian Norman MacBeth from Lytham, and 
the Scot, Willie Watson. 

The Club endured a sticky patch in the 1930s, 
due to the twin adverse effects of the Depression 
and a destructive clubhouse fire. But it recovered 
sufficiently over the next ten years to be able to 
burn its mortgage ceremoniously, in 1947. 

Traditional-minded BGCS members will 
appreciate the fact that San Gabriel hosts a long-
established open competition whose format is not 
just match-play, but (‘Scotch’) foursomes. 

The book is artfully split into eighteen chapters, 
each one headed by a scenic profile of each of the 
holes on the course. Text is by best-selling author 
Digby Diehl, and the stunning modern-day 
photographs are by Joann Dost. The 144-page format 
is close to A4 landscape, with over 350 photographs 
in sepia and full colour; it is magnificently designed 
and produced to the highest standards. 

The book is available from the Club at 411 East 
Las Tunas Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91776-1503, 
telephone 00 1 626 287 9671. Price is US$75 plus 
$25 p&p overseas. California members may need 
to pay an extra $6.19 sales tax, but a reduced 
shipping charge of only $10. The Club is happy to 
accept cheques in foreign currency, and will trust 
members to make their best estimates of conversion 
into dollars. 

The mission statement of the Club is ‘to provide 
the finest golf experience, in an atmosphere that 
promotes fellowship’. There is much evidence 
from this history of playing and social life that this 
ambition is amply fulfilled.

    Review by Niblick
  

Piltdown 1904 - 2004
by
Sir Michael Kerry and Dick Glynne-Jones

What makes a good golf club? Some people might 
suggest the quality of the course: the extent to 

which the surroundings are congenial; the degree 
of challenge; the interesting and varied holes. 
To some, the extent to which all these things are 
recognised in the awarding of major competitions 
or tournaments is important. To others, the social 
activity is the thing: the vitality of the Nineteenth 
Hole; the characters; the friendships; (the battles!); 
the sense of identity. 

This history of Piltdown Golf Club suggests 
it may fall more in the second category. It is 
clearly a beautiful course but has hosted no great 
championships, nor yet produced any national 
champions (though recent performances suggest 
this may change). 

Yet the Club seems to attract some interesting 
people. Henry Cotton played an exhibition match 
here in 1955, and was so taken by the converted 
cottages making up the clubhouse, that he pictured 
the homely sign on the garden gate in his 1959 book 
My Golfing Album. Henry Longhurst lived nearby, 
often visited with his friend Douglas Bader and was 
eventually elected an honorary member. Perhaps 
most interestingly to golf historians, was the fact 
that the very first Women’s Champion, Lady 
Margaret Hamilton-Russell (née Scott) became a 
member and regular player at the Club in 1907, 
after spending the early years of her marriage on 
the Continent. 

The friendly personality of the Club shines 
through the narrative of Sir Michael Kerry and Dick 
Glynne-Jones, who write in a light, highly-readable 
style. The Club membership has also pitched 
in with other contributions to this volume: an 
excellent but unusual design in near-square format, 
in illustrated boards; good pictures of course and 
clubhouse personalities; meticulous page layout 
by the co-author’s son.  The DIY contributions are 
of the highest quality, as are print standards and 
materials, which just goes to show what is possible 
if local talent is mobilised. 

This 112-page history is a snip at £15 + £3 p&p, 
from the Hon Sec, Peter de Pinna, Piltdown Golf 
Club, Piltdown, Uckfield, East Sussex, TN22 3XB. 
Buy it!

                    Review by John Pearson
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